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Abstract. Silicon dominates the semiconductor industry for good reasons. One
factor is the stable, easily formed, insulating oxide, which aids high performance
and allows practical processing. How well can these virtues survive as new
demands are made on integrity, on smallness of feature sizes and other
dimensions, and on constraints on processing and manufacturing methods? These
demands make it critical to identify, quantify and predict the key controlling growth
and defect processes on an atomic scale.
The combination of theory and novel experiments (isotope methods, electronic
noise, spin resonance, pulsed laser atom probes and other desorption methods,
and especially scanning tunnelling or atomic force microscopies) provide tools
whose impact on models is just being appreciated. We discuss the current
unified model for silicon oxidation, which goes beyond the traditional descriptions
of kinetic and ellipsometric data by explicitly addressing the issues raised in
isotope experiments. The framework is still the Deal-Grove model, which
provides a phenomenology to describe the major regimes of behaviour, and
gives a base from which the substantial deviations can be characterized. In
this model, growth is limited by diffusion and interfacial reactions operating in
series. The deviations from Deal-Grove are most significant for just those first
tens of atomic layers of oxide which are critical for the ultra-thinoxide layers
now demanded. Several features emerge as important. First is the role of stress
and stress relaxation. Second is the nature of the oxide closest to the Si, both
its defects and its differences from the amorphous stoichiometric oxide further
out, whether in composition, in network topology, or otherwise. Thirdly, we must
consider the charge states of both fixed and mobile species. In thin films with very
different dielectric constants, image terms can be important; these terms affect
interpretation of spectroscopies, the injection of oxidant species and relative defect
stabilities. This has added importance now that Pb concentrations have been
correlated with interfacial stress. This raises further issues about the perfection
of the oxide random network and the incorporation of interstitial species like
molecular oxygen.
Finally, the roles of contamination, particles, metals, hydrocarbons etc are
important, as is interface roughness. These features depend on pre-gate oxide
cleaning and define the Si surface that is to be oxidized which may have an
influence on the features listed above.

1. Introduction
Silicon has dominated the semiconductor industry for
so long that the two have become almost synonymous.
Partly this position i s the result o f excellent basic
properties of silicon; partly i t i s the wealth o f experience
in materials control, so that obstacles can be overcome
with confidence. Partly, too, i t i s ancilliary properties
like an easily formed, stable, insulating, oxide which
allows ingenuity in processing and routes to high
performance. It i s the oxide which gives an edge
for silicon (among other factors) over, say, 111-Vs, or
diamond. The industrial drive to ever higher packing
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density of CMOS devices requires this technical edge
to be maintained as ever thinner oxides are needed for
gate dielectrics. Can silicon's supremacy be maintained?
Will new approaches be needed when the nanometre
scale i s really the right characteristic length? Are there
new problems, as well as new opportunities? For the
major areas of semiconductor technology, a range of
factors come in: breakdown and wear-out of the oxide,
manufacturability with adequate process control, noise
associated with traps in the oxide, charges i n the oxide
affecting transport near to the interface, etc.
In this review we therefore concentrate on setting out
our understanding of the growth and properties of thin
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silicon dioxide layers up to several nm thick. This gate
oxide thickness range-a few tens of atomic layersis also the range in which the oxidation kinetics and
the oxide growth mechanism depart from the ‘standard’
Deal-Grove model (in which diffusion and interface
processes operate in series) and enter the range where
growth models are still controversial.

1.1. Thickness of MOS gate structures in CMOS
devices
With each new generation of microcircuits, there is
a scaling down in size (Barrat 1993) of the CMOS
transistors which dominate V U 1 technology.
In
particular, the oxide thickness of the MOS gate in a
CMOS transistor also has to scale down with the device
dimensions (Sze 1985). For example, in 0.25 p m
technology the gate oxide could be less than 10 nm thick
while achieving good performance of a CMOS transistor
(Sze 1985), though theoretical analysis (Schuegraf er a1
1992) indicates that gate oxides still need to be thicker
than about 4 nm to limit direct tunnelling leakage. Gate
operating voltages do not scale down as fast as gate oxide
thickness (Sze 1988), so that size reductions may lead
to increases in electric fields across the gate dielectric.
With the gate oxide thickness in the 4 to 10 nm range
and with gate oxide fields increasing, there are more and
more stringent demands on gate oxide integrity to wear
out and resistance to breakdown.
1.2. What limits the performance of the gate oxide?

The gate oxide clearly needs to survive against electrical
breakdown at the device operating voltage, which is
usually less than 5 V. Just as important the oxide must
also survive for the projected lifetime of the device
under field stressing at less than the breakdown value.
Breakdown strength (Vbd) has become an important
indicator of reliability partly because it is correlated
with charge-to-breakdown (Qbd) at lower field stresses
(Rowland et a1 1986) and thus offers an accelerated
test parameter. The lowest breakdown field across the
oxide can be determined from a knowledge of oxide
thickness and of V,. but care must be exercised to
correct the measured V u for any series resistance voltage
drops. In addition one must account for changes in
the oxide that may arise from charge injection during
V, or Qbd measurement. Verhaverbecke (1993) and
Schuegraf and Hu (1994) give a detailed discussion of
these measurement issues. The statistics of breakdown
strength are also important: it is important to achieve a
high average bd,but it is also important that there is no
significant tail in the distribution of low Vba values, i.e.
good quality oxide has to be produced over the whole
surface of large Si wafers. Thus some important issues
of oxide performance arise from this need to achieve
high yields.
The breakdown strength of gate oxides has improved
as the drive to smaller device dimensions has been
achieved. Whereas some ten years ago (Wolters and
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Verwey 1986) ‘standard’ values of 8.5 MVcm-’ were
accepted as good quality, current practice yields values
of 13.5 MVcm-I. The breakdown is believed to occur at
defects in the oxide arising, for example, from particle,
metal or other impurity-related defects. The trend of
rising breakdown strength with device generation may
be correlated with the trend to reductions in contaminant
levels. These breakdown strength measurements are
usually carried out on relatively large MOS capacitors
(50 p m diameter and upwards) to make probe contacts
easy to apply and to obviate further processing to
establish contacts to smaller capacitors. There is no well
accepted theory of the intrinsic breakdown strength of
gate oxides, and so there are no clear guidelines as to
what degree of improvement might be feasible. Recent
studies (Schwerin andHeyns 1991, Di Maria etnl 1993,
Manvick etal 1993, Schuegraf and Hu 1994) show that
sufficiently energetic hot electron injection during field
stressing can give rise to defects both by interaction
with the Si02 and with H contaminants trapped at the
interface. These defects (particularly holes and electron
traps) degrade the oxide until breakdown occurs. When
the oxide is thin enough (< 5 nm) hot electrons are
not produced but direct tunnelling starts to occur. Thus
to obtain ‘ideal’ dielectric behaviour both the quality of
the oxide and its resistance to degradation under stress
requires attention.
Experimental observations of Si02 breakdown
strength suggest that further improvements (beyond
13.5 MVcm-I) may be achievable. Early laser induced
breakdown studies of bulk fused silica (Smith et a1
1977) gave breakdown strengths of 50 MVcm-I, much
higher than the values for thin gate oxides quoted above.
Further laser induced breakdown studies in bulk silica
using laser pulse widths down to 150 fs demonstrates
that electric field driven avalanche breakdown arises at
threshold fields of a few tens of MVcm-’ and higher
(Du et a1 1994).
Recently a conducting cantilever atomic force
microscope experiment was devised (Murre11 etal 1993)
to examine oxide breakdown and the onset of FowlerNordheim tunnelling prior to breakdown with a spatial
resolution of about 20 nm. In this study 10 nm thick gate
oxide was directly examined and small regions of oxide
were found capable of withstanding 40 MV cm-I. These
same gate oxides suffer breakdown at 13.5 MVcm-l
when tested with sets of 50 p m diameter capacitors.
Since some of this difference in performance must
arise from extrinsic defects, the importance of this new
technique arises in part from the ability to examine the
dielectric on a small scale and search for such defects.
1.3. Related processing issues and constraints

In the fabrication of CMOS devices the oxidation of Si
to form a gate dielectric in a transistor is only one stage
of fabrication, albeit a critical stage. The influence of
the pre-gate oxide cleaning process on the Si surface
that is to be oxidized is crucial. The contact to the
oxide to form an MOS gate electrode must also be
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carried out in a manner to achieve low contact and
interconnect resistivity without perturbing the dielectric.
These additional constraints may limit the way the oxide
can be grown and hence whether or not, for example, an
oxynitride might be a better choice of dielectric. Some
of the processing issues that must be considered as an
integral part of the gate oxidation process to achieve a
high yield of VLSI devices are briefly discussed below.
A review of the process challenge presented by the
development of 64 Mbit DRAM highlights the complexity
of integrating all the various interrelated processes (e.g.
Lowrey et al 1993).

1.3.1. Pre-oxidation cleaning. The oxidation of Si to
produce a satisfactory gate dielectric cannot be achieved
without due attention to earlier process steps. Prior to
gate oxidation, the condition of the Si surface must
he controlled to some statistically satisfactory degree
(Ohmi 1990) as regards particle, metal, organic and
‘native oxide’ contamination if satisfactory control of
oxide thickness and defect levels are to be achieved.
This is a very demanding task (e.g. Hattori 1990).
Particles, for example, are required to have an areal
density of less than 0.001 c W 2 for sizes less than
0.003 pm for 0.25 fim geometry devices (Ruzyllo 1990).
Currently (Singer 1993) such particle sizes cannot be
measured with such low areal density using standard
light scattering wafer inspection methods. Some metal
have worse effects than others on oxide breakdown
(Verhaverbeke ef nl 1992) and need to be removed to
levels lower than the current detection limits (about
IO9 c d ) . The favoured method for such analysis
is vapour phase decomposition of the native oxide to
collect all the metal contamination into a small droplet on
the wafer, followed by TXRF (total internal reflection xray fluorescence) assaying (Prange 1989); this technique
has poor spatial resolution but a detection limit of about
IO9
Organic contamination (Budde et al 1993)
must also be limited to very low levels. The cleaning
procedures used to control the above contaminants
usually leave the Si surface with a ‘native oxide’ or
H termination which has to be kept stable prior to the
growth of the gate oxide. Transport from the cleaning
stage to the oxidation stage must thus be carried out
in an ambient that maintains this surface and does not
recontaminate it.
The Si surface morphology also requires stringent
control. For example, a single atomic step on a Si(100)
surface is about 7% of the thickness of a 4 nm thick
gate oxide and thus may give rise to a signjficant field
enhancement even for ‘uniform’ oxide coverage. The
step density on the Si surface may, as a result, be an
important factor in gate oxide integrity. We shall discuss
later recent correlations between Si surface roughness on
an atomic scale and gate oxide yields which have been
observed.
The trend to larger wafers in VLSI fabrication and the
need to control Si surface morphology and chemistry
places considerable demands on surface inspection,
surface cleaning and oxidation technology extending
from the atomic scale to the wafer scale.

1.3.2. Oxidation technology. The need for thinner
gate oxides places stringent demands on the oxidation
technology used to grow the oxide layer. For example
a 7 nm thick oxide which may be required for 0.25 p m
device geometry (Fair and Ruggles 1990) needs to be
controlled to the level of 0.2 nm over a large wafer
to achieve satisfactory operating variability. Standard
fumace oxidation techniques at atmospheric oxygen
pressure preclude such precision. Thus other techniques
such as low-pressure and/or low-temperature oxidation,
wlozone oxidation and or rapid thermal annealing
techniques may be required to achieve adequate process
control. This has to be achieved without sacrificing
dielectric quality and defect levels.
1.3.3. Gate contact. Although not an oxidation problem
per se. the interaction of the gate oxide contact with
the oxide becomes more critical with the very thin gate
oxides now required for VUI. One cannot use materials
that react even slightly with the oxide at temperatures
encountered in subsequent process stages (e.g. AI).
Even doped polysilicon contacts, which are very stable,
present problems because the B dopant used may diffuse
through the oxide structure, and hence interfere with the
transistor channel. There is interest therefore in growing
thin oxynitride structures to achieve both the desired
dielectric properties and to give improved B diffusion
barrier properties (Wong et al 1983). Thus the kind
of dielectric used, oxide or, for example, oxynitride,
may not be chosen independent of this other process
consideration.
2. Basic ideas of oxidation

The basic concepts in the understanding of oxidation
kinetics were laid down over half a century ago (Mott
and Gurney (1940); for a more recent review in the
context of defect processes see Hayes and Stoneham
(1985)). The first basic idea is transport: either Si
ions must move out, or oxygen ions must move in,
or perhaps both may occur. If ions are transported,
rather than neutral atoms, then electronic charges must
move too. The transport phenomenon has many possible
complications, but clearly the simplest assumption is that
the chemical potential difference which drives transport
is independent of film thickness, so the flux (proportional
to the gradient of that chemical potential) is inversely
proportional to the oxide thickness, x . This, when
diffusion is rate-determining, leads directly to the famous
‘parabolic’ law of oxidation, with the square of the
thickness linear in time ( x 2 cx A t ) .
The second key idea is an interfacial rate process,
whether the adsorption or reaction of gas at the
outer oxide surface or some interface process between
silicon and its oxide. It is tempting to say this
rate is independent of oxide thickness (so giving a
linear rate, x cx B t ) , but again there are possible
complications. One exception is the Mott-Cabrera
mechanism. here electrons tunnel from substrate (e.g.
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Si) to adsorbed species at the outer oxide surface (e.g.
adsorbed oxygen molecules give oxygen ions) until
a particular potential difference is established. This
potential difference provides a thickness-dependentfield
which affects injection of ions at the Siloxide interface.
All models of this type lead to particular kinet.
is considerable-usually unjustifiedics ~ ( t ) There
optimism in attempting to deduce subtleties of mechanism from measurements of oxidation rate. The thickness x ( t ) itself is not alway measured directly; usually it
is the number of oxygens per unit area which is known.
One of the aims of our review is to bring in information
from other types of experiment, especially when these
relate to oxide quality.
2.1. A framework for silicon oxidation: basic
kinetic studies

Here the classic description is that of Deal and Grove
(1965). whose model forms the framework within
which almost all generalizations are analysed. As
described above, oxidation is controlled by the two
main processes (diffusion and some interface step)
operating ‘in series’. If the Deal-Grove description
were complete, with the two processes determined by
dithsion and interface reaction parameters independent
of oxide thickness, oxidation could be described by an
equation in which the inverse oxidation rate (drldx)
is linear in thickness, x . The slope is controlled
by the reciprocal diffusion rate, and the intercept at
small thicknesses x by the mechanism independent of
thickness, perhaps the reciprocal interfacial reaction rate.
The predicted linearity of (dt/d.x) with x is observed for
thick oxides, but there is a substantial deviation for thin
oxides (for dry oxidation, this means thicknesses less
than 10-20 nm). It is this deviation and its implications
which account for much of the interest and the plethora
of models; it is this ambiguity of interpretation which is
a feature of kinetic models.
Comparisons with simple phenomenological models
nearly all make an implicit assumption, namely that
the surface is flat, so that oxide thickness x has
meaning. This is not always appropriate. Yakovlev et
al (1992) argue from ellipsometry data that, in hightemperature annealing of an oxide layer (750-1 100 “C)
there are two modes: a rapid change corresponding to
the disappearance of protrusions and a slower change
corresponding to the loss of suboxide. Suboxide
reduction is most evident at lower temperatures; viscous
relaxation dominates at higher temperatures.
The kinetics (i.e. n(r)) for a real growing oxide put
limits on the processes involved, but do not indicate
unique microscopic processes. To go further, other
detailed calculations and experiments are necessary,
going beyond kinetics alone. In particular, isotope
experiments have been especially revealing, and a
number of experiments which measure composition
close to the interface indicate features of interest. It
is the combination of deviations from Deal-Grove and
the results of isotope experiments which point clearly
to potential problem areas for any application of thin
oxides.
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2.2. General features of silicon oxidation

At the risk of repeating much that is well known, the
results which are of direct interest here are summarized
below. A fuller discussion, with extensive references is
given by Mott etal (1989); that review is based, in turn,
largely on the papers collected in volume B55 of the
Philosophical Magazine.
First, the oxide formed is largely silicon dioxide.
There are serious qualifications for the region close
to the Si/oxide interface, notably from measurements
with the pulsed laser atom probe (PLAP) which show a
limited region of stoichiometric SiO. With such limited
exceptions, the oxide appears to form a continuous
random network, with each Si linked to four further
silicons via an oxygen ‘bridge’. The oxide is usually
amorphous, again with the exception of local regions
at the interface where steps favour epitaxy, or impurity
features Iike Sic, or else on very flat Si, where some
crystalline form of silica might be stable. Any local
regions of crystallinity appear to have no effect on
oxidation kinetics.
Secondly, there is a major difference between dry
and wet oxidation; even minor levels of water enhance
the rate. Just as in quartz, where there are at least
six-forms of hydrogeneous species, there may be
many distinct hydrogenic species. It is known from
theory and from muon and other resonance studies that
atomic hydrogen is stable in quartz (contrary to widely
expressed views) and H atoms are presumably stable in
thermal oxide away from defects. Clearly, however, a
mobile reactive species like atomic hydrogen will rapidly
seek defects. Water can have a range of effects on
oxide properties, especially on mechanical properties
and plasticity. Some of these differences are a natural
consequence of the continuous random network, in that
less energetic processes can split a water molecule and
insert a proton and hydroxyl than are needed to split an
oxygen molecule and insert it into the network (possibly
at a defect site). A fuller analysis of atomic mechanisms
is given by Heggie and Jones (1986, 1987) and Jones et
al (1992).
Thirdly, in the diffusion-limited regime (thicker
oxides) the transport mechanism is mainly interstitial
molecular oxygen (dry case) or interstitial molecular
water (wet case).
Other species can contribute,
especially in special regimes or in the presence of
electronic excitation. Silicon motion is negligible
(Murre11 et a1 1991) contrary to the oxidation of silicides
and alloys of Si. In most cases, diffusion of oxygen into
the silicon substrate is not rate-determining, though the
consequences (like enhanced impurity diffusion from Si
interstitial injection) can be important. The dominant
transport processes identified lead to oxidation rates
which show good agreement between theory and other
experiments (Hagon et al 1987). In particular, the
parabolic rate constant agrees well with independent
measurement of diffusion rates in macroscopic siIica
(Atkinson 1987), and the activation energies observed
agree well with those predicted theoretically. Theory
also makes it clear that the water molecule diffusing in
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quartz would have a lowest-energy path with rotation,
and this is presumably more structure-sensitive than
the oxygen molecule motion for which barriers will be
relatively similar from one oxide structure to another. A
recent calculation (Jones et a1 1992)shows that in quartz
the oxide is not a simple rigid medium, but one in which
the water molecule causes an Si-oSi unit to flip as it
passes.

2.3. Deviations from Deal-Grove

A fit to the Deal-Grove model does not say whether
Si or 0 is mobile, nor indicate its charge state or the
mechanism. Yet there is the important message that
deviations from Deal-Grove kinetics tell one that the
model is insufficient. We give three examples.
First. we consider the general form for dx/dt versus
time for dry oxidation. Data from several sources
collated by Mott er al (1989)show deviations from the
linear form for small oxide thicknesses (below about
20 nm). These deviations can be interpreted with equal
success as an effect on the interface reaction rate (which
would need to be enhanced) or on the diffusion rate
(which should be reduced).
As a second example, we follow the approach
of Stoneham and Tasker (1987) and examine the
dimensionless parameter

g(x) = -d[log(dx/dt)l/dOog~)
evaluated from data close to some reference time and
corresponding thickness n. This allows us to use a
dimensionless parameter g to relate the rate of oxidation
(dx/dt) to the oxide thickness. rather than time of
exposure (and so is closer to the spirit of oxidation
kinetics models). In the DealCrove model, g must lie
between 0 and 1. Experimentally, this is not always so
(see figure l(a)): deviations become substantial for low
oxygen pressures and for low temperatures. Oxidation
kinetics studies confirm too that there are deviations from
DealGrove, and emphasize that these deviations are
greatest in the thin-oxide regime of most interest for
thin gate fabrication.
At high temperatures and low pressures a reaction
has been observed that leads to the decomposition of the
SO2; this is not included in oxidation theory. Annealing
an oxide after growth in low O2 partial pressures can lead
to low-field breakdown (Rubloff et a1 1987). Recent
observations of oxidation and ‘etching’ in STM and
TEM (see section 4.1) are usually carried out in the
regime of g >> 1. A summary of these oxidation
pressurdtemperature regimes is given in figure I@).
The third example concerns enhanced oxidation,
such as the effect of an electron beam. Here, DealGrove might still apply, provided the effects were merely
to change the parameters of the model. Yet the effect is
quite different (see figure 2 in Stoneham et al (1987)).
For very low oxide thicknesses, even very low energy
electrons have a striking effect: for thin oxide,(less than
2-3 nm) the oxidation rate falls as temperature rises! The

controlling parameter is in fact the sticking probability
for oxygen molecules at the surface. However, there
is another effect: the dependence on electron energy
implies dissociation of interstitial molecular oxygen.
Since work on interstitial oxygen in silica glasses (Awazu
and Kawazoe 1990) shows that dissociation reactions
like this can be controlled by ArF laser excitation (the
probable reactions give ozone and atomic oxygen) there
are links to other oxidation approaches based on, for
example, ozone (Boyd et al 1993). Dissociation requires
more than about 5.1 eV. It is not clear whether an
electron in the oxide conduction band can supply enough
energy to cause dissociation, so as to give a basis for
thermionic and similar models (Irene and Lewis 1987).

2.4. What are the alternative mechanisms?
Many discussions retain the Deal-Grove description;
they also retain the view that only the standard
diffusion mechanism occurs (e.g. oxygen molecules
diffuse interstitially); they then introduce some modest
change, like a stress gradient, and hence have weak
dependences of the diffusion and interface reaction
parameters in the Deal-Grove expressions. We list here
some of the proposals which go beyond this.

2.4.1. The Mott-Cabrera mechanism. The MottCabrera model is based on two key ideas. First, there
is an electron tunnelling process which transfers charge
across the oxide until the potential generated prevents
further transfers. Secondly, the electric field set up
in this process affects the injection of mobile ions
into the oxide; there are no effects on the process of
transport across the oxide in this model. For silicon
oxidation, for instance, the transfer would normally be
of electrons from the silicon substrate onto adsorbed
oxygen molecules (giving a negative molecular ion at
the oxide-gas interface); the field due to these negative
adsorbed ions then aids the injection of a mobile species
perhaps a
(perhaps the molecular oxygen ion (02)-;
mobile oxygen ion 0- if the charge transfer leads to
an 0 atom and an 0 ion, possibly even a silicon ion if
it is believed that the Si is mobile). Recent experiments
indicate the presence of the molecular oxygen ion as a
precursor in the initial monolayer oxidation of clean Si
surfaces (Yu and DeLouise 1994 and references therein).
The molecular oxygen ion is also very common on oxide
surfaces (Che and Tench 1982, 1983).

2.4.2. Image effects on transport by charged species.
It is widely believed (and probably true) that most
transport is by neutral species, but there are special cases
(e.g. in the presence of electron beams) when charged
species may be important; some workers strongly favour
charged species. The electrostatic image interaction will
affect the kinetics of oxidation involving charged species
(Stoneham and Tasker 1987).
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Figure 1. (a) Oxidation kinetics data plotted as a function of g. Departures
from Deal-Grove occur where the rate is not determined by a combination of
thickness independent diffusion and interface reactions in series. (Data from
Wolters and Zegers-van Duynhoven 1989, Massoud et a/ 1985 and Adams
et a/ 1980.) (b) Pressure and temperature regimes of interest to oxidation
studies. The regime of non-Deal-Grove growth (g > 1) is shown and the
regime where 'etching' occurs instead of oxide growth, i.e. where Si0 is
volatile. The pressurehemperature range in which treatment of an oxide
gives rise to low-field breakdown (LFB) of capacitors is indicated. The regime
in which initial oxidation has been directly observed by TEM and STM are also
shown (see discussion in section 4).
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram of the progress of oxidation. A column
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2.4.3. Composition changes near the interface. As
oxidation proceeds, the interface between oxide and
silicon moves’into the silicon. Figure 2 shows how
this can be envisaged if there is an intermediate layer
of oxide. The figure is general, in that it need not
presume any special properties of the intermediate layer.
One proposal is of a ‘reactive layer’, where interstitial
oxygen reacts with the network to incorporate oxygen.
Clearly Si-Si bonds might be attacked in this way, and
indeed there is some indirect evidence for such bonds
within the oxide near to the SVoxide interface. In this
case (Stoneham er a/ 1987) one would expect the initial
oxide (to a thickness similar to that of the reactive layer)
to grow by reaction at the outer surface. When the
oxide is much thicker than the layer, oxygen molecules
will diffuse to the outside of the ‘reactive layer’, and
there react, exchanging with network oxygens. This
simple picture is sufficient to explain some of the isotope
experiments (which are not to be understood by most
models based on kinetics alone) and to suggest further
isotope oxidation sequences. It may not be necessary,
for better isotope data do not seem to need a reactive
layer. Nevertheless, some level of Si-Si bonds seems to
be needed to understand the PLAP data and the relation
of stress to the Pb centre density. A small degree of
oxygen exchange (about 0.3%) with the silica network
has been observed (Murre11 1991). This may arise from
such reactive Si-Si bond sites.
There is evidence for some sort of ‘intermediate
layer’ between the silicon and the amorphous silicon
dioxide. Its apparent thickness ranges from 0.3 to
3 nm, depending on preparation and on the type of
experiment used to detect it. Thus the layer can differ
in composition, for the pulsed laser atom probe shows
several layers of stoichiometric SiO; it may differ in
local coordination, for spectroscopic methods appear to
indicate charge states of Si other than those expected
from Si/silicon dioxide alone; it may appear to differ
simply because the different dielectric constants of
Si and oxide lead to image terms affecting energies
of transitions with change in localized charge states
(Browning et a/ 1989). The intermediate layer may
differ too in refractive index, suggesting altered local
density, or perhaps local topology. Differences in
structure are deduced by Brugemann et al (1990).
2.5. Early stages of silicon oxidation

The formation of the first few layers of oxide presents
puzzles. The major puzzle is this: essentially complete
layers of oxide appear to grow before the next layer
starts (e.g. Borman et al 1991), yet oxidation does
not occur preferentially at steps (see the discussion in
section 4.1.4). We exclude here consideration of Hterminated surfaces for which island growth of the oxide
is proposed (Hattori 1994). We shall describe new
ideas which appear to explain this (Torres and Stoneham
1993, unpublished work). Any explanation of this major
puzzle has implications for oxidation kinetics (oxide
thickness x as a function of time t). The kinetics of these

first stages are certainly not Deal-Grove (determined
by diffusion and interface steps in series). However,
there are also difficulties with the Mott-Cabrera process
often suggested. The process we identify is distinct from
Mott-Cabrera oxidation, but is more closely related to
the ideas of Stoneham and Tasker (1987), and appears
to be consistent with observed kinetics.
We can address some of these issues using a model
far simpler than the real silicodoxide system. This
is possible provided we can ignore precise structural
issues for the oxide and many details of the transport
processes. We shall not worry whether or not there is
a reactive layer (Stoneham er a/ 1987). and we shall
take it for granted that the species which moves in
the oxidation process is oxygen, not silicon. What we
want to do is identify the types of controlling process
which would give the qualitative behaviour observed.
We can link these model processes to real processes
which might happen in the real, complex system. This
will define processes by which layer-by-layer growth can
be reconciled with terrace oxidation.
As oxidation proceeds, the number of layers of oxide
above each substrate silicon will vary from place to
place. Assume for ease of discussion that this number is
well defined, so that there are N(x, y) layers above the
surface silicon atom with coordinates (x, y). If there is
to be terrace growth without growth at steps, we shall
need a process whose rate falls off rapidly as N ( x , y)
increases. Two possible processes are these:
(i) Process I: The sticking probability depends on N
(diffusion laterally across the oxide surface is neglected).
The importance of the sticking probability of some
oxygen spgcies, whether on the bare silicon surface or
on the oxide. has been remarked on before (Mott et
al 1989, Miotello and Toigo 1987). Why should the
sticking probability depend on the oxide thickness? One
reason could be charge transfer. Note that in oxidation
of bare Si surfaces there is experimental evidence of
a molecular oxygen ion precursor (see section 2.4.1).
The energy to take a delocalized electron (whether from
the valence band or from the conduction band) from
the Si substrate to localize it on an oxygen species at
the oxiddgas interface depends on the oxide thickness,
due to the image interaction. If so, we might expect a
dependence on number of layers which proceeded as
exp(-AN) or even faster. If the critical steps were
image potential-driven diffusion after sticking, a powerlaw behaviour could be more appropriate. If it is the
mechanical properties of the oxide, as opposed to the
silicon substrate, then one might guess some further
dependence. However, the power-law and exponential
forms are helpful reference cases.
(ii) Process 11: There is an adsorbed state in which
lateral motion across the oxide surface is easy, but the
‘injection’ step, in which the oxygenic species moves
from adsorbed state into the oxide, is strongly dependent
on N.
In Mott-Cabrera oxidation, it is this injection step
which is rate-determining, Why should either step
depend on N ? The major factor, we believe, is the image
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interaction. Unlike thick dry oxide growth, for which
the moving species is the neutral interstitial oxygen
molecule, we suspect that the oxygen species for thin
oxide growth is charged, following electron transfer
from the silicon substrate. This would be true for
Mott-Cabrera oxidation as well as for the mechanisms
proposed by Stoneham and Tasker (1987). Electron
transfer would be negligible for thick oxides, but can
affect the kinetics of growth for thin oxides. If so, this
offers electronic ways to influence the oxidation process.

2.5.1. Probabilistic model. The basic computer-based
model is mathematical, rather than physical. It aims to
show which forms of behaviour (e.g. sticking probability
S as a function of number of layers N) lead to the
behaviour we seek. The forms of S ( N ) which we shall
try are guided by physics, but only later will we examine
in detail the link to the real system. The model does
not, of itself, tell us what the governing processes are,
but it imposes constraints which can guide us. At this
level, a very simple model suffices. We can take an
idealized geomeny and describe the oxidation steps as
the addition of an ‘atom’ above one or other of these
sites. Obviously, the real process is more complex:
the oxide is amorphous: it may be a molecular species
moving; this molecular species may penetrate the oxide
to react at the Si/oxide interface; each ‘atom’ represents
at least half a silicon atom as well as an oxygen, etc.
However, these issues can be addressed separately. Here
we need to know only what dependences of process
on N will give layer-by-layer growth, and what these
dependences imply for the kinetics.
If it is the sticking probability which is critical,
then we shall assume some form S ( N ) . The fraction
sticking will be a function of N, falling as the oxide
gets thicker. Thus there is a preference for sticking to
occur in gaps in the innermost layers, rather than starting
a new layer on top of an incomplete one. Then follows a
Monte Carlo calculation, in which atoms incident on the
surface either stick or are reflected. The calculation is
performed as if they arrived one at a time but, provided
the sticking probability depends only on the site of
impact, this assumption has no effect. From the models,
we Ieam how fast the sticking probability S ( N ) must
depend on N for layer-by-layer growth to be observed.
It is this dependence which must be linked to physical
mechanisms appropriate to the real system. The results
from the model can be used too to analyse the roughness
predicted in various ways, and we may also be able to
relate the values of parameters to the possible physical
phenomena like charge transfer process.
2.5.2. Kinetics. Since the number of incident atoms is
effectively a measure of time elapsed, the results also
say something about the apparent oxidation kinetics.
The number of atoms incident is proportional to time
r. whereas the average number of layers is proportional
to the oxide thickness x . We shall follow Stoneham
and Tasker (1987) in using the logarithmic derivative of
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oxidation velocity (U = dx/dt) as a function of thickness
X,

g = -d[ln(dr/dr)J/d(lnx).

For Deal-Grove oxidation, g lies between 0 (surface
contxol) and 1 (diffusion control), whereas data for thin
oxides can have g as high as 10 or 20. Behaviour
expected fTom the model can be indicated (no more)
analytically by a simple assumption. The growth
velocity is proportional to the rate of particles meeting
the surface multiplied by an average sticking probability.
If this average sticking probability is taken to be the
sticking probability for the average number of layers (an
assumption false in detail, but acceptable for trends, at
least when the layers are nearly flat) then one finds:
’

g = -N(dS/dN)/S(N).

+

Thus for S = A
Bexp(-CN) we find g =
NBC/[Aexp(CN) B]; for S = A + B/ND we find
g = BD/(AND B).
Results with the exponential form (A = 0, B = 1)
show that values of C = 3 would lead to layers which
are apparently flat (values of C = 2 might be acceptable
too: values of C much larger than 4 lead to negligible
growth after very few layers). If C = 3 is correct,
then, since the layers of oxide are perhaps 0.2 nm
thick, the model is indicating a sticking probabilit
varying as exp(-x/0.7 A). The scale length of 0.7
might reasonably be related to the characteristic length
in a wavefunction overlap defining a tunnelling step.
Whether this is true or not, the argument shows how a
model can be related to some more complete description.
The standard Mott-Cabrera argument is as follows.
Electrons transfer from the substrate to oxygen at the
oxide/gas interface (where there are assumed to be
enough adsorbed oxygenic species) until the reverse field
built up prevents further transfer. There is then a field E
across the oxide, with E = V/x with V defined by the
relative energies of the electron in the silicon and on the
oxygen. This field drives the injection process, here of a
charged oxygenic species into the oxide (the later DealGrove oxidation involves uncharged oxygen molecules
for dry oxidation). How this is possible for a completely
flat oxide is not clear, since the injected molecule will
be in the same plane as the charges supposed to drive
it. The field-enhanced injection, if valid, enhances the
rate by a factor exp(Va/xkT), with a the length of the
incorporation jump along the field.
An alternative is the Stoneham-Tasker model. Here
the driving force is the image interaction between
the localized charge on the oxygenic species and the
substrate silicon, which is substantially more polarizable
than the oxide. For this model, the oxygenic species act
independently. Very roughly, there is a term in the force
driving diffusion proportional to the inverse squareof the
distance of the charge from the silicon/oxide interface.
The enhancement will give a stronger dependence on x .
There is also an image contribution to the incorporation
energy.

+

+

1

sticking, the argument is similar. One assumes that
atoms first attach to the surface in a mobile form which
may move across the oxide surface freely. The first
calculations assumed that this motion was independent
of the local value of N , i.e. that the atom can move
easily onto higher or lower planes, but this is easily
generalised to make motion to lower planes (smaller N )
easier and harder to move up onto regions of higher N
(so resisting step growth). Again, the likely dependences
on N of I ( N ) , the ratio of incorporation probability
to surface jump probability, are either exponential or

a point charge of oneoelectron in magnitude moving
from 1 A outside to 1 A inside the gadoxide interface)
the incorporation energy for the film of thickness L
is less than that for an infinitely thick film by an
expression which is of the order of k x 170 K for
L = 2 A, and which falls off slightly faster than L-3 or
as exp(-L/0.6 A), these fits being approximate. Since
the classical continuum electrostatic expression tends to
underestimate the energy, it is likely that simple image
enhancement of the incorporation energy can explain
why the oxide layers grow a layer at a time without
a step mechanism.
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Whilst thermal oxides are generally amorphous,
in special circumstances the oxide can be crystalline
(Rochet ef a1 1986, Ourmazd et al 1987, Fuoss et al
1988, Bevk et al 1990) but this seems not to be important
for the present discussion. Even in amorphous oxides
it is an over-simplification to say there is no longerrange order greater than one or two bond lengths. Many
glasses (Stevels 1944, Tinivella and Stoneham 1980)
can be regarded as close-packed oxygens with interstitial
cations, and the close packing has effects amounting to
some longer-range order (Elliot 1991).
3.2. Origins and effects of stress on oxidation rates

3. Oxide properties near the Si/oxide interface

3.1. Silicon oxides

Silicon dioxide can be produced in many ways. Its
properties are similar or systematically related for many
of these several forms. Thus we can use for guidance
on thermal oxides the data on the various amorphous
silicas and even for the crystalline silicas like quartz.
This is especially important for stress response, plasticity
and viscosity. In almost all these oxides, the basic
network topology holds (oxygens twofold coordinated to
silicons, silicons fourfold coordinated to oxygens), even
in amorphous forms. Navrotsky (1987) has summarized
data on enthalpy and volume per (Sif20) unit for many
such silicon dioxides (figure 3 is based on this work).
An examination of her data summary shows two main
features:
(i) for crystalline forms, the lowest energy corresponds to quartz, and more compact forms have an energy higher by an amount comparable with that expected
from the elastic properties of quartz;
(ii) for amorphous forms, the lowest energy
corresponds to a larger unit volume (by about 25%) and
a higher energy (by about 0.25 eV/unit) than quartz.
consistent, inter alia, with the large stored energies
reported for radiation-amorphized quartz (Tinivella
1980).

Some properties of the
oxide result from
interfacial stress, and this explains, at least in part, the
deviations from Deal-Grove kinetics and the differences
between dry and wet oxidation. The existence of stress
is no surprise, since the number of silicons per unit area
of a surface of silicon is nearly twice that for its oxide
(this can be seen more easily by concentrating on the
bonds which cut an imagined geometric plane through
the two solids; clearly, the precise ratio depends on the
plane and on the form of the oxide).
One significant early result (Pantelides and Long
1978) is that it is possible to join an SiO? network
to a silicon substrate with all bonds complete and an
interfacial energy which is not grossly high. What this
result does not show, however, is (i) whether there
are other, lower-energy, interfaces involving defectsin many systems, for instance, mismatch dislocations
form, or (ii) whether the oxide network adjacent to the
interface is similar to the oxide further out-if the oxide
were crystalline, for instance, there might be more than
one phase present; if amorphous, there might be more
than one topology.
This early model also concentrated on bond energies
(molecular mechanics, omitting what could be a
substantial Coulomb energy). If the Si has a planar
surface, and if all the oxide were to start with oxygens
attached to it (rather than Si), then one would have a
plane of charged oxygen ions, with a divergent energy
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for an infinite interface: such a polar interface would be
a good example of the type which does not occur without
extra conditions (e.g. facetting into anionic and cationic
regions, or impurity compensation). Here possibilities
are steps at the interface and a nearby region deficient
in oxygen. The excess Coulomb energy puts constraints
on the way the interface develops and on its structure;
indeed, it may be this term which drives the creation of
an intermediate layer more than stress itself. The same
Coulomb term may well influence the roughness of the
interface and step formation; crystalline interfaces are
only noted for very small zones.
The plasticity of the silicon substrate itself (e.g. from
interstitial generation) is important, not just the response
to stress of the oxide. One view is that the oxide has
an altered local topology in response to the stress, for
example smaller S i 4 rings. There is a wealth of papers
on these aspects (surveyed by Mott et a1 1989), though
the term stress is used in several distinct ways, and
the consequences claimed are sometimes naively large.
Relaxation of the stress with time has been inferred from
a variety of experiments. Landsberger and Tiller (1987)
find two characteristic times are needed: one appears
to correspond to the rapid local relaxation of compacted
silica and the other to the viscous relaxation of silica,
similar to that seen in bulk experiments.
The influence of stress is especially clear when small
spheres (Hayashi et al 1990) or pillars (Liu et al 1992)
are oxidized. Since the oxide has a far larger volume per
silicon than elemental silicon itself, oxidizing a sphere
leads to stresses opposing the in-diffusion and reaction
of oxygen. The oxidation of gas-evaporated Si particles
down to 10 nm diameter shows thermal oxide growing
to about 2 nm thickness after anneal in air at 400 "C,
with an 0:Si ratio of about 2:l (Hayashi et a/ 1990):
this is in line with data from the pulsed laser atom
probe, and also suggests an influence of small-scale
roughness. The oxidation of sub-50 nm Si columns for
light emission studies also shows stress retardation of
oxidation, together with stress-induced generation and
diffusion of Si interstitials and other phenomena.
3.3. Stress and the interface region
3.3.1. Defect-influenced interfaces: the role of the Pb
centre. Are there lower-energy interfaces than the direct
match of defect-free dioxide and silicon? Here we may
look at two new results concerning Pb centres. In all
models the Pb centre is a dangling bond pointing from
the Si into the oxide. The first important result (Stesmans
1993) is that the density of Pb centres correlates with
interfacial stress for a wide range of growth conditions.
In this count of Pb centres, those saturated by H must
be included too. There is therefore the possibility
that Pb centres are the Si/SiO, analogue of mismatch
dislocations. This has some support from a recent
theoretical treatment of the Pb centre (Ong et al 1993).
suggesting strongly that there is an S i S i bond in the
oxide above the dangling bond. In such a model there
are implications for control of noise and oxide perfection.
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33.2. Distributed stress: an interface 'phase'. The
amorphous structure and the possible intermediate layer
between silicon and fully oxidized silica may be another
consequence of stress. Suppose there is a layer of
thickness L and higher energy E per unit volume, and
that this is a consequence of a mismatch 6 between the
silicon and its standard dioxide. The average strain
in the layer will be 6 / L , leading to a strain energy
proportional to c(S/L)?per unit volume, or to c L ( 8 / . ~ ) ~
per unit area, with c an elastic constant. Tbe sum of this
energy (proportional to l/L) and the energy EL has a
minimum which defines the layer thickness. Of course,
if the interfacial energy obtained omitting the layer is
low enough, there will be no layer at all.

3.3.3. Other models. Battistiq et al (1994) have
suggested that clusters of Si persist in the growing
oxide film, a cluster consisting of tens to hundreds of
atoms. This has an effect on the kinetics and also on the
distribution of isotopes in experiments in which different
isotopes of oxygen are used sequentially. To the extent
that oxygen can react and become part of the network
before reaching the continuous silicon phase, the model
has elements in common with the reactive layer model.
To the extent that the Pbcentre has an S i s i bond above
it, which could persist as the oxide grows further into the
substrate, there is some link too to the Pb centre model
of stress relief.
3.4. Oxide defects: general remarks
Since an aim of understanding oxide growth must be
how one can control charged defect concentrations in
the oxide near to the Si, we turn to some aspects
of these defects. We see later (section 6) that, for
example, H is implicated in oxide wear-out behaviour.
It cannot be stressed too strongly how large are the
gaps in our knowledge. Even in quartz, where optical
and spin resonance studies have clarified the nature of
many defects, there are some major uncertainties. The
many forms of hydrogen are one instance: the excited
states involved in optically enhanced oxidation, or in
the consequences of injected charges, are another. Such
difficulties are compounded by the way in which the
oxide changes close to the growing interface. Thus,
when one tums to a problem like noise, or breakdown,
it would be an achievement to know what are or what
are not controlling factors!
3.4.1. Fixed charge. Fixed charges may be intrinsic
or extrinsic. The extrinsic charges are often associated
with Na or with H, though one should not forget that the
cleaning process can leave surface charged species. The
random potential has a range of effects, one relating to
mobility close to Si/oxide interface (see Jain et al 1990
for a review).
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3.4.2. Pb centres and similar defects. Spin resonance
and other methods show the existence of singly occupied
silicon dangling bonds. These are presumed to be strictly
at the interface; their number is small (less than one per
hundred silicons; for a recent analysis see Stesmans and
Van Gorp (1990)) and there is no reason to believe they
play a major role in oxidation. The number depends
on temperature, hut varies little with oxygen pressure.
These defects account for all the fast interface states (for
recent views on these centres and their properties, see the
special issue of Semiconductor Science and Technology
vol 4, no 12, 1989).
Hydrogen passivation appears to work for Pb centres.
There are certainly other traps (some surely intrinsic)
which can be passivated to a useful degree. One striking
result is the significant difference in capture cross section
(a factor 10) between H-associated and D-associated
defects (Gale er al 1988). The larger value for H
suggests a multiphonon process in which fewer, larger,
local-mode phonons are involved.
3.4.3. Noise and associated traps. The l/f noise
observed in capacitor structures is associated with charge
trapping. Systematic studies (Kirton and Uren 1989,
Cobden et al 1990) show there are both ‘fast’ and ‘slow’
trap states. What is less clear is the nature of the traps
involved. For example, is it the case that the electron
and hole transitions (which can be written formally as:

Hole transition :
valence electron [PI becomes [Pel
Electron transition :
[Ne] becomes [NI +conduction electron

+

(1)

(2)

with [NI, [PI representing defects of unspecified charge
state which can capture electrons (so [PI could be a
neutral acceptor and me] a neutral donor). However,
the trap is presumably in the oxide, and the camers may
well he in the silicon, so there is charge transfer across
the interface. In consequence, the recent measurements
giving both enthalpies and entropies associated with the
traps raise interesting features.
Both the forward reactions ((I), (2) above) above
have substantial positive entropies, of order 5k. It
is unlikely that degeneracies could give such large
values; it is not very plausible that soft (low-frequency)
vibrations could be effective either (this issue also
arises in diffusion problems; note that experiment
finds a constant-pressure entropy, not a constant-volume
entropy-the two can even have opposite signs-and
thermal expansion will ruin any precise compensation of
force constants needed to give a high entropy). However,
there is a simpler explanation. Suppose that the energy
difference between the middle of the oxide bandgap
and the middle of the Si gap is almost independent
of temperature (this is not necessary, but simplifies
explanation). Then the known strong temperature
dependence of the Si bandwidth (which falls by 0.6 eV
when kT rises by about 0.1 eV) means that there will be
a significant positive entropy (perhaps 3k or more) from

a deep level (assumed to stay at mid-gap) for both the
electron and hole channels.
What might the slow traps be? They appear to be
intrinsic; they show large lattice relaxation after capture
by tunnelling. The traps appear to be discrete, that is as
well defined as is expected for an oxide which is noncrystalline. Could they be associated with self-trapping?
3.4.4. Self-trapping in silicas. In self-trapping, a free
carrier-unassociated with any defect-can lower its
ground-state energy by causing a lattice distortion: the
localized canier is then self-trapped. The phenomenon
was first predicted by Landau, who also realized that
there could be a thermal barrier to the self-trapped
state. The first unambiguous observations were on KCI,
where Kanzig observed the formation of Cl molecular
ions, essentially a hole localized on two chloride
ions. Later observations (some inferred from transport
measurements) suggest self-trapping is widespread, and
the barrier to self-trapping was verified too in some cases
(for a review see Stoneham (1990) and Shluger and
Stoneham (1993)). In the several forms of silica, there
is evidence for self-trapping. In quartz, the well known
blue luminescence comes from the self-trapped exciton:
in effect, the hole component of the exciton is localized
on an oxygen, which is substantially displaced, and the
electron is localized partly at that oxygen and partly at a
neighbouring silicon (Fisher et a1 1990). Since vitreous
silica shows similar luminescence, self-trapped excitons
are presumably involved there too.
Whilst the evidence for self-trapped excitons is clear,
the position for single carriers (electrons or holes) is
less certain. Indeed, in quartz neither seem to he
trapped, though a modest perturbation, like substitutional
Ge, leads to trapping of both electrons and holes. In
amorphous oxide, where there is a site-to-site variation
of properties, the situation is different, and Griscom
(1989) has spin resonance evidence for self-trapping in
silica glasses. Mott and Stoneham (1977) suggested
delayed self-trapping as a partial explanation of transport
in thin oxide films on silicon. What is the situation
in thin oxide films? Clearly, self-trapping cannot be
far away: not only is it present or close in other
silicas, but the non-crystalline nature of the oxide will
help too. The situation is further complicated by the
fixed charges known to be present, since these will also
encourage charge localization (e.g. an electron would
trap preferentially close to an Na+ interstitial).
Yet there is a further term favouring localization too:
self-trapping could occur through the extra stabilization
because of the electrostatic image terms, for Si has a
relatively large dielectric constant (Stoneham and Tasker
1987). If self-trapping does occur, it would he favoured
very close to the silicon, so that self-trapped electrons
or holes would be prime candidates for the slow states
giving l/f noise. This possibility, still conjecture,
has implications for radiation effects. The first is for
radiation-enhanced adhesion, for charged defects lead to
an extra term in the interfacial energy when adjacent
to a medium with higher dielectric constant. The
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second aspect is radiation stability. Ionization damage
is well known to occur in silicas, when purely electronic
excitation suffices to create vacancies and interstitials.
To create damage, energy localization is needed. In
cases where mechanisms are understood, it is normal
for one intermediate stage to be a self-trapped species.
Thus four key questions arise. First, do carriers self-trap
at the Si/thermd oxide interface? Secondly, are these
self-trapped forms related to the slow traps giving I/f
noise? Thirdly, are these same species formed during
exposure to ionizing radiation? Fourthly, what defect
reactions are possible involving these self-trapped states?
This fourth question brings us back to the oxidation
process, and to the substantial series of experiments on
optical and electronic excitation. The many models and
rationalizations still leave an incomplete picture. This
is, of course, not the only aspect of charge transfer
between silicon and its oxide which remains unsettled.
Thermionic emission ideas (Irene and Lewis 1987)
suggest electron flux can be a rate-limiting step. Other
open questions relate to the energy needed for an electron
to dissociate an interstitial oxygen molecule.

4. Watching oxidation happen

Recent experiments to ‘view’ oxidation as it happens
have given new insights into interfacial reaction rates
and the mobility of Si atoms during oxidation. Recall in
the discussion above (section 2) that these issues need to
be considered when trying to understand the departure
from Deal-Grove kinetics for thin film growth. These
studies also give clear insights to the initiation of the
decomposition reaction of Si02 which we noted was
not included in current oxidation theory and was also of
technological importance (section 2.3). Any extension of
oxidation theory to the thin film regime will also have
to include these new observations.
4.1. Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) of Si
oxidation

The STM works by bringing a sharp metal tip into close
proximity (< 3 nm) with the surface being examined.
A voltage is applied across the resulting gap and a
tunnelling current is measured; thus only conductors
can be examined. An image of the surface is built
up, usually by translating the tip in x and y directions
while recording the feedback signal required to maintain
a constant tunnelling current. The fine control of
x , y, z coordinates is achieved with various arrangements
of piezoelectric motors, the rigid tube scanner being
currently favoured. With steady development of control
electronics and software, and vibration isolation, coupled
to UHV surface science techniques the STM has become a
powerful tool for the examination of chemical reactions
at submonolayer coverage with atomic resolution.
The images of surfaces obtained with an STM can be
complex. An appreciation of the subtlety involved can
be gained from a simplified expression for the tunnel
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current, i, given by Tersoff and Hamman 1983. For a
tip approximated by a single point
l$s~ro)12~(lEs
- EFI)

i cx
s

where l+s(ro)12 is the local density of states (LDOS)
with energy E, evaluated at the point ro and EF the
Fermi energy of the sample. The sign and magnitude
of the tip voltage determine whether empty or filled
surface states are sampled and their energy relative to
EF. We see from this that part of the image contrast
comes from the variation in LDOS and that LDOS energy
level spectroscopy is possible. Furthermore Tersoff
and Hamman show, using the Bardeen perturbation
calculation of tunnelling from metal (the tip) through
an insulator (the vacuum gap in this case) to a metal
(the sample surface), that

5.1

where l$&-o)12 is the density of states of the tip, k m q4,
the work function of the surface, and d is the.width
of the tunnel gap (i.e. the height z of the tip above
the surface). Thus we see that the tunnel current is
exponentially dependent on the tip to surface distance,
typically a 0.1 nm change in d gives an e2 change in i.
It is this sensitivity in d that leads to the closest atom
of the tip acting as the microscope ‘aperture’ and giving
atomic resolution in the image.
The combination of the sensitivity of the tunnel
current to the LDOS and the atomic scale variations in
height on the surface can lead to complex images, the
interpretation of which can require more sophisticated
models of the tunnelling process than given above.
Good examples of the problems encountered and there
resolution can be seen from STM studies of GaAs
(Feenstra et al 1994). and dichalcogenides (e.g. Crossley
er al 1994a). Note. also that at typical tip operating
voltages of a few volts and gap currents of 1 nA, the gap
field and current density can be large and may perturb
the surface.
Fortunately, in the case of Si surfaces the dangling
bonds (pz in character) are localized at the positions
of the Si atoms and hence the LDOS variations and
atomic ‘corrugations’ are predominantly occurring at the
positions of the Si atoms when imaged at the appropriate
tip voltage. It is also the dangling bond sites that are the
most likely to be ‘attacked‘ by adsorbates and reactants.
Alternatively there are energies where the LDOS variation
from one atom site to another is small and the images are
dominated by the atomic height variations. An example
of the now well known Si(ll1) 7 x 7 reconstructed
surface imaged in empty states at -2 V, where the LDOS
is similar for all atom sites (Bolland 1993). is shown in
figure 4.
The STM has thus proved a very useful tool for
imaging the atomic sites which are involved in surface
reactions at least for submonolayer coverage. A
more detailed discussion including tunnelling currenutip
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Figure 4. The STM image of the reconstructed Si(l11)
surface imaged at -2 V where variations in LWS are small
and contrast is dominated by the atomic corrugations of Si
atoms in the surface.
voltage spectroscopic data of such systems can be found
elsewhere for H reactions (Bolland 1993). and for
oxygen reactions (Jxane 1990, Golen 1992).
In the following we will concentrate primarily on
data indicating the relative rate of oxygen attack at
differing Si atomic sites and any differences between
attack at atomic steps or on terraces. The bonding of the
oxygen with the Si surface has a profound effect on the
LDOS and hence gives rise to clear changes in the surface
images for submonolayer coverage. Once a monolayer
of oxygen has covered the Si surface, the system of STM
probe, oxide layer and Si substrate behaves as an MIS
structure with tunnelling to bulk Si states: this prevents
the attainment of atomic resolution. Thus what STM
observations provide is an insight into the initial stages
of oxygen attack on the ordered Si surface. The STM
studies described below, however, are in an oxidation
regime well outside that where Deal-Grove oxidation
occurs (see figure 2).
4.1.1. Room temperature results. The ordered Si
surfaces (100 or 1 1 I ) to be examined are normally
prepared by annealing at temperatures sufficiently high
to remove the native oxide, to remove any Sic
contaminants, and to allow sufficient Si mobility for
surface reconstruction to occur. During the annealing
residual gas pressures need to be kept low (< lO-9 Torr).
Several recipes for this procedure are given in the
literature.
The observations of oxygen attack on
the ordered Si surface structure are made at room
temperature by introducing oxygen gas, after first
imaging the unreacted Si surface. The introduction
of the oxygen can be made whilst tunnelling is in
progress (hence in the presence of a high electric field
from the STM tip) or with the STM probe withdrawn
(and hence zero extemal field). The resultant oxygen
‘defect’ induced images are different in the two cases:
presumably the high and inhomogeneous electric field
from the tip can perturb the oxygen reaction with the Si
surface (e.g. Ramos et a1 1993).

The Si(ll1j 7 x 7 reconstructed surface. Submonolayer
oxygen coverage produces two kinds of ‘defect’ in
the STM images. Type 1 appears black (in empty
state images) as though an adatom is missing in the
surface and type 2 appears white (in filled state images)
as though protruding above the surface (Leane 1990)
(see figure 5 ) . Both oxygen defect centres increase in
proportion to oxygen exposure but the faulted half of the
unit cell (i.e. influenced by the next layer of Si down)
has a higher reaction rate as do sites adjacent to already
affected Si atoms.
It is proposed that the type 1 reaction is the result
of reaction by two oxygen atoms, one attacking the
dangling Si bond of the adatom and the other with the
Si subsurface backbond. The type 2 site is postulated
as the attack of a single oxygen atom in a Si backbond
site. Further work, by e.g. low-energy ion scattering, to
ascertain the position of the oxygen atoms relative to the
Si atoms may help to elucidate these structures. These
STM observation are consistent with the observation
of two reaction rates in thermal desorption studies of
submonolayer oxidation reactions at similar temperatures
(Gupta et al 1989).
It is interesting to note the STM observation of
oxidation of the H-terminated Si( 11 1) 1 x 1 reconstructed
surface at room temperature indicates strong inhibition
of the oxidation reaction (Neuwald et al 1992). Clearly
surface ‘impurities’ can strongly perturb reactions at the
surface.
The Si(l00j 2 x I reconstructed surface. The Si(100)
surfaces to be imaged with the STM are prepared by hightemperature annealing while maintaining low pressure
(< lO-9 Torr) to give a 2 x 1 reconstructed surface
with large terraces and, in general, a low degree of
surface defects (e.g. Golen 1992). The surface defects
are most likely to be missing Si dimers. Adsorbed H,
or OH pairs can give similar images (Anderson and
Kohler 1993) hut the preparation conditions make this
unlikely. The surface is exposed to low pressures of
oxygen and generally filled state images are taken to
observe the change in ‘defect’ level arising from oxygen
exposure (see figure 6). The filled state images show
bright contrast at the Si dimer ir bond sites (high LDOS)
and would be expected to show ‘dark’ defects where
oxygen reacts and the LDOS is reduced.The oxygen is
believed to dissociate and an oxygen atom to insert into
the ir bond site.
The observations of Golen show an increase in
the density of ‘dark’ defects with increasing oxygen
exposure. These sites are randomly dispersed over
the surface showing no preferential atomic sites for
oxidation even at step edges. However, there is evidence
of oxygen attack at sites neighbouring already oxidized
sites, leading to an island growth appearance. The
relative surface coverage of ‘dark’ sites grows linearly
with oxygen exposure. There is some evidence that
the oxygen can move (although low probability) on the
surface before reacting.
Another study (Cahill and Avouris 1992) found
apparently conflicting observations, with ‘bright’ spots
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Figure 5. Top are empty state images of the reconstructed Si(ll1)surface before (left)
and after (right) submonolayer oxidation. The oxidation gives rise to ‘dark‘defects in this
image, i.e. a reduction in LWS. On the bottom are images of filled states before and after
oxidation showing the resultant (white) defectsthat appear to ‘stick up’ from the surface.

appearing on exposure to oxygen. This observation was
interpreted as resulting from an oxygen reaction inducing
movement of Si dimers to the top of the original Si
surface. The data show these bright spot features at
random over terraces, without preferential attack at step
edges. Their data also show a high density of ‘dark’
features, which they interpret as oxygen reaction induced
defects. The ‘bright’ features seen in this study were not
observed by Golen.
These two experiments were carried out with at least
one significant difference. In the first study (Golen
1992) the oxygen was introduced with the tunnelling
tip withdrawn, and hence with no possible external
perturbing electric field during the reaction. The study
of Cahill and Avouris was carried out with the scanning
probe still tunnelling while oxygen was introduced. The
electric field in this case may be the reason for the
different observations, especially as the tunnelling field
is sufficient to perturb the buckled Si dimers rows in the
unreacted Si(lO0) 2 x 1 reconstructed surface (Ramos et
al 1993).
In another recent study the Si(100) 2 x 1
reconstructed surface was examined on exposure to
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HzO (Anderson and Kohler 1993). Their results are
very similar in most respects to those of Golen. The
reaction leads to ‘dark’ defects which are randomly
spaced over the Si surface. No preferential attack is seen
at step edges and attack is favoured at sites neighbouring
already reacted sites. There is a low probability that H 2 0
can move a few sites before the final reaction.
The room-temperature submonolayer oxidation results are consistent with the substoichiometric model
(all be it simplistic in terms of network structure) that
Engstrom et al (1992) derive from molecular/atomic
oxygen beam oxidation and XPS examination of similar surfaces. Hattori (1994) also derives a similar model
of the interafcial oxide from high resolution XPS studies
of thin oxide growth but on H-terminated surfaces.

4.1.2. High temperature oxidatiodoxygen etching.
STM observation of the reaction of oxygen with
Si at elevated temperatures presents considerable
experimental difficulty due to the need to suppress
differential thermal expansion between the STM tip and
the Si surface. Rapid scan techniques and effective
heat shielding have recently made such studies possible.
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STM filled states images of the reconstructed Si(100) surface taken before
(left)and after (right) submonolayer oxidation. The top images are obtained by oxygen
exposure during tunnelling while the bottom images are taken with oxygen exposure with
the tunnelling tip withdrawn. Clearly the differencein the defect structure is perturbed
by oxidation in the presence of the strong field andlor current density accompanying
tunnelling.

Figure 6.

At elevated temperatures (above 550 "C) the oxygen
reaction leads to Si etching at low oxygen pressures
and oxidation at higher pressures depending on the Si
temperature.
Wong and Welland (1994) studied the interaction
of oxygen with the reconstructed Si(1 1 I ) surface. The
Si surface was heated to 550 "C and exposed to 5 x
lO-9 Torr of 0 2 for 3 min. They observed etching
of the Si (presumably to form volatile SiO) to occur
preferentially at step edges, defects and dislocations.
When the oxygen partial pressure was raised to 2 x
lo-' Torr for 3 min they observed oxidation with
homogeneous nucleation, hence immobile step edges
(see figure 7). The Si02 growth was a single monolayer
thick for coverage up to nearly 100%.
A similar experiment was carried out (Feltz et al
1992, 1993) on the 7 x 7 reconstruced Si( 111) surface at
850 "C and at 1050 "C. They used an oxygen pressure
of about 3 x IO-' Torr and saw etching with similar
behaviour to that observed by Welland and Wong at
lower temperature. In this study the O2 pressure was

too low to he in the oxidation regime (see figure 2).
Other, related ex situ STM work (Johnson and Engel
1992) modelled to show the void formation indicated
the rate limiting step is the formation of a mobile Si
monomer that diffuses to void edges to rapidly interact
to reduce the oxide to the volatile suboxide.
S T M observations of the oxidation of 2 x 1
reconstruced Si(100) surfaces at a temperature of 600 "C
have been reported (Udagawa et al 1993). The results
were similar to those reported above for oxidation
of the Si(ll1) surface. The nucleation is essentially
homogeneous with no preferential nucleation at step
edges and proceeds monolayer by monolayer.
Again these higher-temperature STM results are at
least consistent with the suhstoichiometric model that
Engstrom et al (1992) proposed from molecular/atomic
beam growth studies and XPS analysis.
Note,
however, that in their work a transition to a denser
Si02 stoichiometric layer was inferred for oxidation
temperatures above 900 K, thus further STM observations
at higher temperature would he interesting to see.
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Figure 8. TEM images of reconstructed Si(ll1) surface
with step and terraces before and after oxidation. The step
edges are presetved under oxygen attack.

Figure 7.

STM images of reconstructed Si(ll1) surface
(5000 i\ x 5000 A) taken at 550 -Cafter exposure to
oxygen. Starting at low pressure (top) the oxygen 'etches'
preferentially at step edges leaving them raggy, while at

higher pressure (bottom) the oxygen attacks the surface
randomly, maintaining the step edge pattern.
4.1.3.

Electron microscopy through the growing

oxide. In an elegant series of transmission electron
microscope (TEM) studies (Ross and Gibson 1992,
Gibson " " 19932Ross et a' 1994) the Observation
Of
the attack of oxygen on the Si( 11 I ) 7 x 7 reconstructed
surface has been made. A TEM was fitted with a
heater stage and extra pumping to achieve the UHV
regime common to the STM experiments described
above. The use of forbidden reflection (FR)techniques,
i.e. the observation of diffraction patterns that cannot
arise from the symmetry of the bulk structure of Si,
allow the observation of steps on the Si surface and
of reconstructions on the Si surface terraces. These
observations can be carried out through an oxide layer
to 'view' the interface. Thus these studies cover
suhmonolayer coverage through to several monolayers
of oxide growth and hence extend our knowledge beyond
the Sm.4 observations discussed above.
Observations were made of the oxidation of a
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reconstructed 7 x 1 s i surface in situ at temperatures up
to 900 "C; the FR reflections are stronger on the Si(l11)
surface than on the Si(100). They observed that at O2
pressures high enough to he in the oxidation regime
Si step edges do not move during oxidation even for
several monolayers of oxide growth (see figure 8). In
an extension of these studies (Gibson et al 1993) to the
2 x 1 reconstructed Si(100) surface similar SiOz growth
behaviour was seen. It was also concluded that the
growth process proceeds monolayer by monolayer and
the reconstruction is lost after about a monolayer growth.
In the low-pressure regime where S i 0 desorption occurs
the oxide was observed to preferentially attack step edges
and lead to a roughened Si surface. They also note that
their technique would be sensitive to the presence of
crystaline Si02 (e.g. tridamite) at the Si/SiOz interface
but that nOne was observed,
4.1.4. What have we learned from these direct
observations? Several important new insights into Si
oxidation emerge from these studies. The step edges
on both Si(100) and (111) surfaces do not move during
oxidation indicating that Si does not significantly diffuse
laterally during oxidation. The steps do not affect lateral
diffusion and reactivity. Previous sequential 1 8 0 2 / 1 6 0 2
tracer experiments on Si oxidation (Murre11 et al 1991)
have shown that Si diffusion through the oxide does
not occur. These observations fit well with current Si
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oxidation theory which do not need to invoke Si as a
diffusing species.
In the case of submonolayer oxidation the reaction
rate depends on the specific Si atom site for the (11 I )
surface but not for the (100) surface. However, it
is most likely that the Si surface reconstruction is
modified on both these surfaces at the site of the
oxidized Si atom and is totally lost as oxidation proceeds
beyond a monolayer coverage. In all oxidation kinetics
experiments on thin oxide growth known to us, where
departures from the DealCrove model are observed,
the Si interface or surface is not in the reconstructed
state used for the STM and TEM observations described
here. The surface may be hydrogen terminated, covered
with ‘native oxide’, and/or rough with various degrees of
faceting between (100) and (11 I). Thus the observation
of reaction rate dependences on Si atom site cannot
be used quantitatively to extract the expected effect on
growth kinetics for these surfaces. However, following
the discussion in section 2.4 above, some effect on
kinetics is possible. As the Si atom positions at the
interface evolve with film growth, particularly for the
thin oxide regime, any consequent reactivity changes
would be expected to contribute to the departure from
DealCrove kinetics.
The low-pressure reaction rate to form volatile
Si0 has been shown to depend on oxygen coverage
for submonolayer coverage. The reaction appears to
occur more easily than implied by extrapolating from
the higher temperature desorption data (Lander and
Morrison 1962). This raises the question of whether
or not the PLAP data (see section 2.2) showing an
interface layer (about a monolayer thick) of Si0 do not
arise from this easier oxide decomposition for very thin
oxides. There is a high-temperatureflow-02 pressure
regime where desorption and oxidation proceed together
to give a rough etched surface (see also Feltz etal 1993).
The STM data also have a useful input to Si oxidation
technology. If one starts from a reconstructed Si(100)
surface with steps and terraces providing the dominant
source of roughness (e.g. epi wafers) and the oxidation
process proceeds monolayer by monolayer the roughness
would not be expected to change. This appears to be
so at least for the ’native oxide film thickness on epi
wafers (see section 5.3.1). It is not clear what the result
on roughness changes accompanying oxidation would be
when starting with Si surfaces that are rough as a result
of microfaceting.
Even at low partial pressures and at room
temperature oxygen reacts so rapidly with a clean Si
surface that the surface will not stay free of oxide after
transfer from one piece of process equipment to another.
UHV or ultra-clean gas transport is essential, and 0 2 and
H20partial pressures must be kept low (about IO-* Torr
for it to take about 1 h to grow a monolayer). This is
quite a stringent demand on atmospheric pressure pure
inert gases, i.e. one part in 10” impurity level.
The etching of Si preferentially at step edges and
defects at low pressure and high temperature could
lead to surface roughening, perhaps dramatically so if

the pressure is such that there is a balance between
growth and loss. For this reason ramp-up to oxidation
temperatures in too low partial pressures of O2 should
be avoided. We consider the import and measurement
of roughness below (see section 5).
Recently XPS studies (Hattori 1994) of the oxidation
of H-termir,ated Si(100) and Si(l11) surfaces have been
used to propose models of the interfacial oxide structure
and Si oxidation states. STM examination of such
surfaces being attacked by oxygen would be of interest
to obtain for comparison.

5. Roughness and its implications

The surface roughness of the Si that is to be oxidized
is not a parameter usually included in theoretical
models of oxidation (see section 2.1). The recent
STM and TEM experiments (section 4) where carried
out on flat Si surfaces except for a low density of
atomic steps and missing atom defects. MOS capacitors
fabricated on such surfaces have shown yield and
breakdown strengths somewhat worse than those found
for capacitors fabricated in the normal way (Leihr et
ai 1992, Sofield et a1 1992). Partly this was due
to Sic contamination arising from heating hydrocarbon
contaminated H-terminated Si surfaces. Even when
the hydrocarbon contamination is avoided the oxide
grown on Rat clean reconstructed Si(100) was found
to break down at fields some 15% lower than oxides
grown on ‘native’ oxide covered surfaces; the reasons
for this are not understood. However, the surface of Si
usually oxidized for most kinetics and other experiments,
such as defect studies, is not the high-temperature UHV
reconstructed Si surface. The ‘technological’ Si surface
on which gate oxide is formed for VLSI CMOS devices
is also not prepared in this way. We will see in the
following that the roughness of a Si wafer is an important
parameter in determining gate oxide performance and
that the roughness depends on gate oxide precleaning
methods. Obviously the requirement for thinner oxides
means that the Si surface roughness is expected to
become relatively more important.

5.1. Effect of roughness on device performance
It is to be expected that surface/interface roughness at
the boundaries of layers in which electrical transport
occurs, such as transistor gates and interconnects, will
give rise to additional scattering processes and may
degrade device performance. Atomic scale roughness
at the boundaries of metallic conductors has been shown
to degrade interconnect performance (e.g. Tung 1985).
The effect of roughness on Schottky barrier height is
known to be important (see Hasegawa and Ino 1993).
Recent studies have shown roughness to be an important
parameter to minimize and control at the gate oxide/Si
interface in VMI submicron device processing. A
degradation of electron channel mobility in n-MOSFETs
as the roughness of the Si/SiO2 interface of the gate
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structure increases has been demonstrated (Ohmi er a1
1991). Heyns et a1 (1992) have demonstrated that
rough Si surfaces produce a decrease in the performance
(breakdown yield) of MOS capacitors. In a further
study of MOS capacitors (Nakanishi et al 1993) similar
deleterious effects of roughness on breakdown and also
interface state density and degradation under current
stressing are reported. In some cases inappropriate
cleaning processes have been shown to give large, sharp
spikes which probably degrade oxide breakdown by field
enhancement (e.g. Cohen et al 1994). A recent study of
breakdown of thin oxides grown on Si(100) and Si(l11)
surfaces, even when roughness is small and similar in
both cases, shows the Si(ll1) surface to be inferior
(Nakamura et al 1993). In this case evidence was also
found for an oxide structure difference. Note also that
capacitors grown on flat reconstructed Si(100) material
with low step density performed worse than capacitors
grown on ‘chemical oxide’ terminated surfaces when the
oxidation conditions were the same in both cases (Sofield
et a1 1992). Studies of very thin gate oxides (e6 nm),
where direct tunnelling starts to be an important current
drain mechanism, have been made. In these studies the
silicon surface roughness was varied from about 0.1 nm
to about 0.2 nm and no evidence of an effect on gate
oxide integrity was found (Hirose et a1 1994, Depas
ef a1 1994). Thus it appears that for thicker oxides
and high levels of roughness (perhaps correlated with
impurity levels) gate oxide integrity is compromised.
However, for very smooth surfaces (single atomic steps)
and for thin oxides the gate oxide integrity appears less
dependent on interface roughness if it is on a small
scale. The thin oxide regime where direct tunnelling
is important, however, has only just started to be studied
(oxide growth and thickness control are difficult to
achieve) and hence it is premature to conclude that
roughness will no longer matter as some effect on the
variation in tunnelling barrier width would be expected.
Some of these studies used scanning probe microscope techniques to determine roughness, and clearly
demonstrate the need for roughness control at the atomic
dimension level. In the following the term ‘roughness’ is
used in a relative sense, usually being quantified as, for
example, root mean square (for surface profile methods
such as AFMj or relative intensity (for scattering techniques). It may well be that some particular parl of the
roughness spectrum, for example the sharpest, highest
features for breakdown studies, should be evaluated or,
for example, the roughness spectrum has to be convolved
with tunnelling current through a uniform oxide.
5.2. Contaminants and roughness

The intrinsic roughness of the Si surface prior to gate
oxide growth is determined by factors such as the method
of Si wafer production, CZ,FZ or epi (see e.g. Miyashita
er a1 1992), the chemomechanical polishing used to
produce the finished wafer surface, and pre-gate oxide
chemical cleaning. Extrinsic factors such as particulate,
organic and metal contaminants may also contribute
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to the surface roughness before oxidation and to the
interface roughness once an oxide is grown. Many of
the methods of roughness measurement outlined below
cannot distinguish between these extrinsic factors and
intrinsic roughness.
In the device studies outlined above (section 5.1) the
Si surface roughness was vaned to study correlations
with device performance by changing the pre-gate oxide
chemical cleaning procedure. The dependence of Si
surface roughness on pre-gate oxide cleaning, a key
process step, is critical to studies of Si surface and
Si/SiOz interface roughness. As such, this aspect of
preoxidation cleaning has received much attention and is
a rapidly developing field. Detailed discussions of this
subject are given by Hattori (1990). Ohmi eta1 (1992),
Verhaverbeke (1993) and Higashi and Chabal (1994),
to select those best known to the authors. We outline
the salient features below. Although this information
is well appreciated by VLSI fabrication research groups
it is essential that careful detailed attention be given to
these matters when studies of roughness and oxidation
are undertaken.
The cleaning procedures based on a HF last wash
are currently of interest, partly because they leave the
surface with a single monolayer H-terminated surface
resistant to reoxidation. The cleaning stages prior to
the HF treatment must be efficient at removing metal
contaminants and particles while not ‘etch’ roughening
the surface. It has been shown (Heyns et a1 1993)
that metal contaminants present in cleaning solutions
can lead to surface roughening. The oxide grown on
such a surface is degraded due to the roughness and/or
the metal contamination. The Si(l11) surface can be
preferentially etched by BHF to smooth it, while DHF
cleaning of Si(100) can be carried out to avoid further
roughening. As yet no smoothing wet ‘etch’ has been
found for Si(100). Instead, it is all too easy to roughen
the Si(100) surface by wet cleaning. Modifications to
the standard ‘RCA’ clean to yield these smoother cleaner
surfaces have been developed recently. Once chemical
cleaning has been carried out it is important to avoid
recontamination; H-terminated surfaces are especially
sensitive to hydrocarbon contamination.
Once a clean surface has been achieved and
the Si transported to the oxidation furnace without
recontamination it is important to avoid at least two
problems that can arise during the oxidation procedure.
If SiOz layers on Si, for example, thin ‘native’ oxide
films remaining after pre-gate oxide cleaning, are heated
to sufficiently high temperatures in low partial pressures
of 0 2 or HzO the oxide is removed by a SVSiOZ
reaction to produce volatile SiO. The process is initiated
at localized defects, at least some of which can be
metal impurities (Verhaverbeke er a1 1992). Once void
formation is initiated (i.e. a hole through the Si02 is
formed) it proceeds by Si migration to form a roughened
Si surface at the completion of oxide desorption (Tromp
et al 1985). It is therefore important in oxide growth
processing schedules to avoid such heating in low partial
pressures of 0 2 or HzO. It is even worse if Si is heated
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in a partial pressure/ojridizing regime where a balance of
oxidation and oxide reduction can be struck to produce
continuous etching. Even heating in the oxide desorption
range for times too short to observe void formation can
degrade oxide quality (low-field breakdown; Rubloff et
a1 1987). If the Si surface to be oxidized is H-terminated
and contaminated with hydrocarbons, heating in low
oxygen partial pressures may lead to Sic particulate
formation with consequent roughening and degradation
of oxide breakdown performance.

5.3. Observations of roughness
5.3.1. Roughness of the Si surface prior to oxidation.
Roughness can only be controlled (systematically) if it
can be measured. This is not trivial since, as we have
already noted, roughness on a vertical and spatial scale
of atomic dimensions has been observed to be important
to MOS capacitor reliability. Moreover one has to also
make measurements over the dimensions of a whole Si
wafer surface if issues of variability and yield are to be
addressed. However, current scanning probe methods
are too time-consuming to cover the atomic length scale
routinely over a whole wafer.
The most commonly used method of roughness
assessment is based on laser scanning light scattering
(LSLS) techniques which are used to detect haze and light
point defects assumed to arise from microroughness and
‘particle’ light scattering respectively off the surface of
a native oxide covered Si wafer. Note that the laser light
can penetrate the Si surface and hence subsurface defects
may also be detected. A whole wafer can be scanned in
a few seconds. The technique gives very high sensitivity
to small particles (greater than 0.1 fim diameter) when
unpatterned highly polished wafers are examined. It is
non-trivial to relate the haze light scattering intensity
distribution to the roughness distribution (Vorburger et
a1 1993). This is the favoured method for assessing
process equipment sources of particulates in fabrication
plant (Hattori 1990, Singer 1993). Although particulates
are known to be a significant source of failure in MOS
gate oxides (Monkowski 1987) we will focus attention
on intrinsic surface roughness. From this point of view,
relative haze measurement becomes the useful parameter
of interest.
Other optical methods, such as interferometer
microscopy and scanning optical microscopy (SOM),
may also be used for surface roughness determination.
These instruments are usually slower and, in practice,
cover smaller areas than those assessed by laser scanning
instruments. These instruments can give subnanometre
vertical resolution and submicron spatial resolution (a
useful discussion of these instruments is given by
Dong et a1 (1994)). An interesting variant, the laser
,electrochemical microscope (Kucernak et a1 1992), can
be used to image electrically active defects under an
electrolyte.
The current drive to smaller MOS gate structures and
thinner gate oxides gives rise to the need for roughness
measurement with atomic resolution (as mentioned in

section 5.1). Scanning probe microscopes, particularly
the STM and AFM, offer the required vertical resolution:
S m also provides the required spatial resolution when
examining clean Si surfaces free of ‘native oxide’ or
adsorbates, i.e. in ultra high vacuum conditions. The
atomic force microscope gives spatial resolution of
the order cf the scanning cantilever tip radius (about
10 nm) when operated in contact or non-contact modes.
When the surface of the Si is terminated by ‘native
oxide’ the STM resolution is degraded from single-atom
resolution to around 1 nm. In this case the local density
of states variations are likely to be small, provided
that the appropriate tunnelling conditions are used (see
Komiyama etal 1993). so the S T M is sensitive primarily
to topographic variations. An example of a Si(100)
surface examined by UHV STM (Crossley et al 1994b)
following cleaning in HF and DI water rinsing is shown
in figure 9; a 1 nm deep, 10 nm wide etch pit can
be seen. Such a small feature would be difficult to
detect by AFM. The relative ease of A F M operation in
liquid, however, makes it an attractive tool for roughness
measurement relative to the UHV S T M . Our recent work
(Crossley et a1 1994~)using AFM to examine steps
and plateau structures on epitaxial Si wafers under 2butoxyethanol gives promise of useful AFM capability.
The characteristic epi pattern of steps and terraces on
the untreated wafer gives confidence in image quality.
Examples of AFM images taken with a silicon nitride
cantilever in contact with an epi-Si sample immersed
in 2-butoxyethanol (contact force around 1 nN), before
and after DHF and BHF cleaning and DI water rinsing,
are shown in figure 10. The difference in images shows
clearly that a small degree of etching has occurred during
the DHF cleaning process and is worse for BHF cleaning
as is expected (see spectroscopic methods below). It was
found that STM images of the same surface add little
if any topographic information (see figure 11). These
images serve to give confidence that images of non-epi
Si taken under the same conditions give reliable data,
even though no discernible pattern is available to test
reliability.
Studies of Si wafer roughness using a range of
techniques to cover the wafer scale to the atomic scale
have been canied out (Hahn et a1 1988, Abe et al
1992). Hahn et al examined a range of roughness
scales and a range of surface precleans. A strong
correlation between roughness and preoxidation cleaning
was found. They also determined roughness after
oxidation under varying conditions (using low-energy
electron diffraction) by examining the Si surface after
etching off the oxide in HF. Their observations indicate
that oxidation can roughen the interface and the effect is
larger for thicker oxides. Abe et a1 used varying degrees
of chemomechanical polishing to prepare wafers of four
different surface roughnesses. They found that there
was good agreement in average roughness measurements
between LSLS,scanning optical microscopy (SOM), AFM
and STM methods despite the very different roughness
length scales sampled.
Infrared (IR) and high-resolution electron energy
loss (HEELS) spectroscopic studies of the bonding
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Flgure 9. STM images, 0.1 p m by 0.1 pm. and line scans taken from Si(ll1)wafer cleaned in
( a ) dilute HF and 5 min DIwater rinse and ( b ) 7:l BHF and 5 min DI water rinse. The 'etching'

during the latter clean is obvious.

Figure 10. AFM images, 4 fim by 4 p m 9 of an epi-Si wafer surface taken at low contact lorce
in liquid. The untreated surface (a).the dilute HF treated surface ( b ) and the BHF-treated
surface (c). The characteristic atomic steps and terraces on this surface make the degree of
etching during cleaning easy to interpret.

of, in particular, H to Si at the surface following
HF last step chemical cleaning can also be related
to surface roughness. This sensitivity to roughness,
although indirect, is inferred from the relative degree
of monohydride, dihydride and trihydride Si bonding
observed.
On a perfectly flat Si(100) surface
with complete H termination only the dihydride
bonding is expected, the mono and tri hydride
bonds being associated with steps and Si( 111) facets.
These techniques, used in conjunction with roughness
measurements described above, have been used to
elucidate the state of the H-terminated Si surface
following HF wet cleaning and water rinsing, and shown
DHF rinsing roughens less than BHF rinsing. Examples
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of the application of these methods are given for example
by Higashi et al (1990), Bender er al (1993) and Graf ef
al (1993). In a recent study of Si roughness following
pre-gate oxide cleaning (Hirosi et al 1994) using IR and
AFM, the AFM was shown to have insufficient spatial
resolution to distinguish the different cleaning treatments
while the IR on the Si showed clear differences in
roughness. It was also shown that breakdown of oxide
grown on the Si was worse for rougher surfaces.

5.3.2. Roughness at the Si/Si02 interface. In order
to understand the relation between Si surface roughness
and gate oxide integrity, and to unravel the features of
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Figure 11. STM images, 0.6 u m by 0.6 Irm, of the same
material a s in figure IO. (a) before cleaning and (b) after
dilute HF cleaning. The image contrast at epi steps is not
a s good as in figure IO.
oxidation on rough surfaces, it would be useful to know
whether or not the oxidation process changes the surface
roughness at the growing oxide/Si interface and also
how smooth is the oxide surface on which the electrical
contact is deposited in an MOS structure.
High-resolution transmission and scanning transmission electron microscopy (HTEM and STEM) of thinned
cross section samples is a powerful technique for observing both Si/SiOz interface roughness and variations in the
oxide thickness. Sample preparation to produce samples
with a thin enough cross section for electron transmission is a time-consuming, skilled process. There are also
significant difficulties in aligning the electron beam perpendicular to the plane of the interface that may make
the interfacial few-atom layer images difficult to interpret
(Ross and Stobbs 1988), and in particular may be a confounding effect in the observation of crystalline quartz at
the interface. The imaging and diffraction patterns obtained from Si(100)/Si02 interfaces which have Si(l11)
facets present has been shown (Akatsu et al 1993) to
give data that could mimic crystalline quartz at the inter-

face. In this context it is worth recalling that oxidation
precleaning can give rise to roughening by producing
such faceted etch pits. However, observations indicating the presence of a monolayer or two of crystalline
SiOz at the interface of oxidized Si have been reported
(Ourmazd and Bevk 1988).
A study of CZ wafers with intentionally introduced
oxygen precipitates showed interface roughness using
TEM and also a poor electrical breakdown performance
of oxides grown on this material (Satoh e t a [ 1994). This
result agrees well with the light scattering study of Hahn
et al mentioned above. Oxygen precipitates in CZ wafers
thus appear as a special case of interface roughness
that degrades breakdown performance. There are recent
indications that high temperature H2 annealing can
overcome this problem with cz material and also give
additional benefits to oxide performance by smoothing
the interface (Bender er al 1994).
Goodnick et al (1983) observed the oxideSi
interface using TEM, and report very smooth interfaces,
about 'one monolayer' in extent. However, from
transport studies of MOSFETs fabricated on the same
material they deduce a five-atom rough layer, a value
in reasonable accord considering the limitations of their
modelling. Hollinger etal (1988) also observed very flat
interfaces using "EM.
Recent developments of STEM to include electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) with sample imaging
can, in addition to interface roughness, give chemical
bonding information. For example, Batson (1993) used
a sub-0.25 nm electron beam, dark field techniques and
EELS to examine the interface of a steam grown oxide
on Si(100) material to elucidate the bonding states of
Si across the Si/SiO2 interface. This new technique
offers the exciting possibility of examining both interface
roughness and interface Si oxide bonding states as
a function of oxidation conditions and Si oxidation
precleaning methods.
Such observations generally
indicate a very abrupt smooth interface on there sampling
length scale in contrast to the results of Hahn et al (see
above) measured using light scattering.
Both neutron and x-ray reflectivity techniques are
capable of probing the S O 2 thickness and density
and Si/Si02 interface roughness. Low-angle specular
reflection is used to determine thickness, density profile
and roughness, while in addition diffuse scattering is
also used to obtain information on surface roughness.
The methods are sophisticated and at least in the
case of neutron diffraction, require major facilities and
expensive equipment. The x-ray scattering methods are
suitable for oxides as thin as 1 nm whereas the neutron
scattering is probably limited to oxides thicker than
25 nm; these limits are set primarily by source intensity,
Examples of the application of these techniques to
Si/SiOz studies are given for example by Ashworth et
al (1989) for neutron reflectivity and Cowley and Ryan
(1987) for x-ray scattering. These methods are sensitive
to the Si scattering centres and their arrangement in
space, the electron density and thickness of the layer
and to interface and surface roughness. The technique
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is not necessarily sensitive to the binding of the Si to
oxygen or carbon. This can make data interpretation
difficult. For example, a recent x-ray diffraction study
(Brugemann er al 1990) of Si(100) wafers on which
20 nm to 30 nm of oxide had been grown gave
evidence of the presence of crystalline Si02 at the
interface. However, the wafers had been cleaned with
HF solutions prior to oxidation and then heated to
1000 "C in Ar before introducing oxygen to the furnace.
This preoxidation cleaned Si surface readily adsorbs
hydrocarbon contaminants, and the subsequent heating
in Ar may well lead to Sic precipitates being formed.
It is possible therefore that the scattering data may not
have distinguished crystalline Si02 from Sic. A recent
study gave the surprising suggestion of the presence
of substrate aligned microcrystals throughout the oxide
(Takahashi et al 1993). Tang et a1 (1993), use highintensity (hence good sensitivity) synchrotron x-rays to
show that oxidation of Si(100) smooths the interface by
a factor of two. A recent x-ray and neutron small-angle
scattering study (Goff eta1 1994). motivated by the wish
to observe interface roughness and compare it with AFM
results, showed the existence of a densified layer (10
to 20% increase), 0.5 nm to I nm thick at the Si/SiOZ
interface of a 30 nm thick oxide.
Nonlinear optical spectroscopy, in particular second
harmonic generation (SHG)is able to probe the SiSiOZ
interface structure and promising results on interface
roughness, correlated with AFM measurements, have
been obtained (Dadap et a1 1994). In addition,
this technique is potentially sensitive to strain and
substoichiometry at the interface. A recent SHG study as
a function of incident photon energy was used to deduce
the presence of a monolayer or two of strained Si (in
the sense of a vertical relaxation) on the Si side of the
Si/SiOz interface (Daum et al 1993). This technique
complements the channelling methods developed by
Feldman and confirms the earlier channelling results
(Feldman et al 1982).
Another method of assessing the Si/Si02 interface
roughness is based on the S W A F M profiling methods
outlined above. The oxide is first removed by etching
with HF solution and then a surface profile is measured.
Great care has to be exercised in the control of the HF
solution strength, purity and subsequent water rinsing
to avoid confounding effects from Si surface etching as
indicated above. A recent study (Ohmi and Aoyama
1992) has shown that the interface roughness measured
by AFM and also measured by 'EM were in good
agreement at the level of 0.5 nm; however, from
figure 11 the etching seems to perturb the surface at
a level lower than this. The HF etch and AFM/STM
measurements of roughness are relatively fast to make.
Using this approach Nakamura et a1 (1993) observed
that the Si/SiOz interface of oxides grown on Si(100)
material became smoother as the oxide grew thicker
while for Si(ll1) the interface became rougher. They
also report that rougher interfaces degrade oxide quality.
Homma et a1 (1992) found no evidence for oxidationinduced roughening of the Si( 11I)/SiOZ interface. Nayar
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et al (1993), using both optical methods and AFM,

find evidence for both oxidation-inducedroughening and
oxidation smoothing of the Si/SiO, interface depending
on the length scale examined. Fukuda et nl (1994)
have used AFM to study the morphology of H-terminated
Si(ll1) surfaces and the evolution of the morphology
of the interface as it is oxidized. They find that
the morphology of the original surface is preserved as
oxidation proceeds. This result is entirely consistent
with the immobility of Si atoms during oxidation as
mentioned above (see section 4.1.4).
Rubloff et al (1990) have used low-energy positrons
to probe the Si/SiOZ interface. They vaned the positron
beam energy to obtain positron annihilation signals from
varying depths in the Si0,Si structure. They found
evidence of H at the interface and also evidence of
microvoids about 1 nm in size. Other studies by Smith
et a1 (1992) and Fujinami and Chiltern (1993) using
these techniques to examine Si/SiOz interfaces have
not observed such microvoids. This technique appears
attractive for probing the interface defect stmcture and
the presence of H.
In examining the data presented above it appears
well established that the rougher the Si surface (for RMS
roughness values above about 0.2 nm) prior to oxidation
the worse is the oxide performance (breakdown and
wear-out); the underlying reasons for this correlation,
however, are still not well understood. For very
thin oxides (< 6 nm) and roughness less than about
2 nm the effect of roughness appears to be negligible.
However, only a few studies have been carried out
on such thin oxides where direct tunnelling becomes
important. A good understanding of the relation between
current preoxidation cleaning procedures and Si surface
roughness has been established but further improvements
in reducing Si roughness appear to be warranted. The
studies on the Si/SiO, interface roughness following
oxidation still leave a confused picture; it not being
clear under all conditions how the interface changes. A
summary of the various causes of roughness is given in
table 1. Further studies, preferably using more than one
measurement technique, would thus appear warranted. It
is clearly important to give adequate care to the details
of the preoxide growth surface cleaning procedures in
such studies.
The studies discussed above were all aimed primarily
at measuring roughness at the Si/SiOz interface but have
in some cases added to our knowledge of the structure at
the interface. The observation of a densified layer at the
interface of 30 nm thick oxides using x-ray scattering
fits well with the substoichiometry observed in the early
stage of oxidation. This is also consistent with the
reactive layer model of non-Deal-Grove kinetics for thin
film growth. The confirmation of the two monolayers
of strained Si under the oxide also needs to be taken
note of as it implies that a change in reaction rate may
occur at this interface as a function of oxide thickness,
at least until the densified layer grows. Again such a
reaction rate dependence would be expected to contribute
to the thin film growth kinetics. The existence of a
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Table 1.
Roughness change
Processing conditions

Si(100)

Si(l11)

roughens
slight effect (< 0.1 nm)
roughens
roughens

smooths
smooths slowly
roughens
smooths

1. Chemical cleaning

BHF
DHF
H202 (+metal contamination)
H20 (+dissolved Oz)

Annealing (high temperature, low 02,
HzO partial pressure (see figure l)i
‘Native’ oxide
roughens
roughens
roughens (Sic)
H-terminated (+hydrocarbons)
roughens (Sic)
2.

3. Oxidation

Thin oxides
Thick oxides

no effect
possibly smooths

may roughen
?

t With temperature and oxidant pressure held in the regime between oxide growth and
oxide decomposition severe roughening can occur.
crystalline quartz phase at the interface of thermally
grown oxides may occur under special conditions but its
existence after thermal oxidation of wet cleaned Si(100)
is controversial.

5.4. Implications of roughness for oxidation
The issue of roughness brings in perhaps five major
issues. First, is there a correlation between roughness
and oxide structure (and hence other oxide properties)
or stoichiometry? On the smallest scale, this is ‘surely
the case, and it is a virtue of the STM that it may quantify
this link.
Secondly, is there a link between roughness and
growth mechanism?
Individual atomic steps are
relatively inactive; oxidation is not dominated by
terracefledge-kink mechanisms. But whilst steps do not
dominate in the rate, the converse-for example, that
island growth on the original bare Si surface might
influence roughness-cannot be ruled out (Lutz et al
1989). It is also known that the oxidation rate on grossly
non-planar surfaces (e.g. Okada and Iijima 1991) is not
uniform; an effect believed to be due to strain in the
growing oxide network.
Thirdly, does local roughness affect local defect
densities? Might we expect reduction of the oxide
(which is believed to be nucleated at some defect) to
be associated with a roughness feature? Could there be
altered charge states associated with the different facets
at asperities? Will self-trapping occur preferentially
close to Si protrusions, aided by the high Si dielectric
constant (see Stoneham 1991)? And do degradation
and breakdown initiate at asperities because of defects
present there?
Fourthly, does roughness affect transport processes?
This could be a structure effect (easy channels for
oxygen motion as implied by the work of Camiato et
nl 1995) or more complex, for example, the roughness
might affect interface injection processes for the thinnest

oxides, where the Mott-Cabrera mechanism is likely to
be important in the cases where the molecular oxygen
ion precursor is incorporated into the surface.
Fifthly, are there large electrostatic effects? There
can be little doubt that breakdown is provoked by fieldconcentrating asperities (e.g. Cohen er af 1994). But is
more involved? ‘Forming’ does occur, as in the studies
of many oxide thin films by Deamaley et al (1970). Di
Maria (1993) and Schuegraf and Hu (1994). Could fixed
charge be concentrated around roughness features (e.g.
could hydrogen move towards asperities) with indirect
consequences? We realize that we are raising more
questions than answers, but the questions reflect the
probable importance of roughness and its control.
Again we see a need for atomic scale modelling and
experiments on the oxidation of Si to gain a detailed
knowledge of the consequences of Si surface roughness
on variability of the thickness of thin gate oxides, the
oxide network structure and the oxide defect structure.

6. Electrical breakdown

The oxide of Si grown by heating Si in oxygen (wet
or dry, with or without additives, for example Cl)
provides good gate dielectric with resistance to electrical
breakdown and wear-out. However, the requirements for
high yield and reliability as device dimensions are made
smaller places stringent conditions on the acceptable
quality. What are the limits to breakdown strength and
wear-out?
A simple-minded view of breakdown would assume,
by analogy with breakdown in gases, that the maximum
field strength maintainable across the oxide is one for
which electron injection does not lead to avalanche.
Also by analogy to experimental observations of gas or
vacuum breakdown the conditions at the cathode and
anode surfaces would be expected to be important. It is
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also well known that more complex 'forming' processes
can occur at sub-breakdown field strengths. Such
forming appears to involve defect generation processes
and can lead to long-term degradation. The theoretical
difficulties of determining electron multiplication, energy
dissipation and defect formation in Si02 are sufficiently
difficult for there to be no reliable prediction of the upper
limit to breakdown field strength.

6.1. Models of breakdown
Several models of breakdown have been noted (Hill and
Dissado 1983, Rowland et al 1986). At present it seems
likely that there is an initial degradation till a threshold,
then a new conduction mechanism emerges which leads
to breakdown; it seems to be a local phenomenon, and
it may be associated with defect generation (Sune et
al 1990). The low field breakdown may be the result
of oxide decomposition at defects (Si oxide going to
volatile SiO) and can be suppressed by adequate oxygen.
This process relates to reduction, and is the opposite
to the oxidation behaviour of relevance here. Defect
dynamics are thus a natural component of the complex
range of phenomena which have come to be known
as 'wear-out'. Whether or not there is the link one
might envisage with the defect sites which nucleate oxide
decomposition reactions (Ruhloff etal 1987) is not clear.
Verhaverbeke et al (1992) show some metals cause both
breakdown and S i 0 nucleation but there are other defect
sites for S i 0 nucleation as well.
Recent experimental studies and empirical models of
oxide degradation by 'hot' electron injection (Schwerin
and Heyns 1991, Di Maria 1993, Arnold et al 1994,
Schuegraf and Hu 1994) give a good account of
interface state and trapped charge build up as charge
is injected into MOS capacitors, eventually leading to
oxide degradation and breakdown. Breakdown is viewed
as the end result of the degradation, and thus wear-out
and breakdown are integral parts of the same process.
In practical terms as high-field stressing (sufficient
to drive Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling) leads to charge
injection, intrinsic breakdown strength may not be easily
observable. In the simpler case of electron injection into
,the Si substrate of the MOS device a degradation process
is invoked for each of two different energy regimes of
injected electrons. Charge traps are created by electrons
arriving at the SilSiO2 interface with energy greater than
2 eV. The process is believed to be the breaking of H
bonds to release this mobile species which then migrates
to the cathoddSiOz interface to form interface states
and oxide electron traps. The other process occurs for
electrons with energies above 9 eV (so-called ballistic
electrons) which produce holes in the oxide by impact
ionization. The mobile holes are driven to the cathode
by the applied field where they can become trapped or
recombine with injected electrons to form interface states
and traps. Eventually these traps and interface states
build up to degrade the oxide and trigger catastrophic
breakdown. A summary of the kinds of defects which
arise from hot electrons is shown in figure 12. This

+
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A schematic diagram Of the hot electron
Figure
induced defects arising from high electric field stress. The
diagramfollowsthose of Schwerin and Heyns (199,) and
Di Maria (1993).

view of the process leading to breakdown suggests
important parameters to control are impurities that may
play a part in forming traps, H being an important one
(Marwick et al 1994). In addition the presence of metals
and, in particular, Ca are known to degrade breakdown
strength (Veraverheke et al 1992). In the case of oxides
sufficiently thin (about 4 nm) to give insufficient time
to accelerate electrons to 2 eV with the applied field,
wear-out should be reduced. This has been observed
experimentally (Di Maria 1993, Depas et al 1994). In
the latter study, although good capacitors (high chargeto-breakdown) were fabricated on 6.5 nm oxide, the yield
was two orders of magnitude too low for the device
dimensions requiring such thin oxide.
Strategies of oxidation have been devised to reduce
the interfacial defects and H impurities that are invoked
in hot electron degradation. Additions of F or Cl
to the oxidant and oxidation with N 2 0 to get N
near the interface are believed to reduce number of
defects and bound H atoms. They may also play a
role in determining the network structure and perhaps
counteract the effects of metal impurities. In any case
they are known to 'harden' the oxide against wear-out.
Whether or not such methods will be efficacious for
very thin oxides where direct tunnelling is significant
and hot electrons are suppressed is not yet determined.
Schuegraf and Hu (1994) give a discussion of this topic
in more detail.
From the above view of breakdown it would thus
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appear attractive to he able to measure both impurity
distributions, roughness and breakdown on a small
area scale, for example to search for correlations
between the two. A recent AFM technique has been
developed that holds some promise of achieving this
in the future. Welland and Murrell (1993) describe
threshold current AFM techniques to carry out wearout and Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling measurements with
spatial resolution approaching the radius (about 10 nm)
of conducting AFM cantilever tips. For example, they
examined 0.5 fim diameter capacitor test sets with 7 nm
oxide thickness. The conducting AFM was used to
map out the spatial position and topography of the
test sets. At the same time they measured the voltage
needed to drive a 20 pA tunnelling current through the
capacitors. The current was limited to avoid destructive
breakdown and a map of the voltage withstood (up to
a limit of 40 V, i.e. in excess of 57 MVcm-’) was
made. Figure 13 (top) shows such a map. During the
measurement about 0.1 Ccm-’ was injected into each
capacitor. There is little variation in the high field the

capacitors can withstand. Figure 13 (bottom) shows the
same capacitors after three successive scans. It is now
clear that current injection has led to wear-out of some
capacitors (mainly in the top right-hand quadrant). From
the discussions above we would expect some factor such
a H distribution, surface roughness etc to vary on a
similar scale. Such a correlation was not searched for
in this study hut could he informative in future studies.
Further studies of this technique which are in progress
indicate that AFM probe/surface interactions may give
a contribution to the high breakdown fields observed.
Further work, for example in UHV conditions, is required
to ensure a reliable probe technique.
Other scanning probe techniques under development
are also expected to have an influence on the
understanding of defect, impurity and roughness effects
on gate oxide integrity. For example, ESR observations
using scanning probes have been reported (McKinnon et
al 1991, Manessen et al 1994) and offer the possibility
of mapping for example Pb centres. Another scanning
probe development, the scanning Kelvin probe (Baikie
et al 1994) may help in mapping impurity distributions
and perhaps also identify species present.

7. Discussion
First we address the technological issues of gate oxide
growth that have arisen in the previous sections. We then
draw together the ideas and observations of the Si/SiOz
structure to draw a picture of this system and outline
the degree of uncertainty on the various aspects of the
structure we present. Finally we comment on where we
believe new theoretical tools could he applied to improve
our understanding of the Si/SiO* system.

7.1. Growing a thin gate oxide: cluster tools

Figure 13. TCAFM ObSeNatiOnS of 0.5 F m diameter
capacitor test sets. The top picture shows the first scan
with voltage stressing: the dark to light colour scale
represents 0 V to 30 V without drawing more than 20 PA.
The bottom picture shows how wear-out due to current
stressing has occured after several scans with voltage
stress. Some capacitors no longer hold even 1 V.

We have seen that it is still likely that gate oxide
reliability is intimately related to degradation resulting
from charge injection. It is also clear that oxide
wear-out as a result of charge injection is influenced
by defects and impurities. The oxide reliability also
depends on the atomic-scale roughness of the Si on
which oxide is grown; it seems likely this is simply
a result of field enhancement at ‘points’ in some cases
hut a more complex relationship between roughness and
growing oxide network structure, contamination, and
defects is also likely. While breakdown is dominated
by such extrinsic factors, the breakdown and wearout are intimately connected, being facets of the same
phenomenon. There is some evidence that thin oxides
(about 4 nm) suffer reduced wear-out rates because
electrons injected into the oxide under field stressing are
too low in energy to bring about degradation. Note,
however, that direct tunnelling through the oxide places
a constraint on how thin a useful oxide can he. Even
if sufficiently reliable oxides can he fabricated this has
to he achieved with high yield. All of these aspects
of oxidation are heavily dependent on the pre-gate oxide
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cleaning procedure and the control of the cleaned surface
up to the time the oxidation is carried out.
How can one prevent changes to the H or ‘chemical’
oxide terminated Si surface after the pre-gate oxide
wet clean? This can he tackled by transporting the
cleaned wafers to the oxidation equipment in an ultraclean environment, such as ultra-high vacuum or an
ultra-pure chemically inert gas atmosphere (Ohm’ 1990,
Leir 1992, Sofield et al 1992). If these passivated
layers cannot yield an effective control of gate oxide
thickness variability or oxide structure or defect density
their removal will pose even more stringent constraints
on gas or vacuum transport systems because of the high
reactivity of the Si surface to 0 2 andlor HzO.
The oxidation conditions for thin gate oxides, i.e.
temperature, temperature uniformity, oxidant partial
pressures and HzO contaminant levels, required to
achieve acceptable process control variability place
significant demands on oxidation furnace technology.
It is desirable to arrange these cleaning and oxidation
process steps, as well as the gate contact formation
process, in a cluster module with a central ultra-clean
transport station. Such cluster tools have already shown
promise in achieving better device performance for other
process steps. However, the pre-gate oxide clean has
so far proved difficult to integrate into a cluster tool
arrangement, primarily because the best results (e.g.
removal of particles and metal contamination, whilst
achieving some degree of control of roughness) are
achieved with wet cleaning procedures; the liquid ultraclean gas or vacuum interface is clearly difficult to
implement in a cluster tool. In addition wet cleaning
leaves a passivated surface which is less reactive than
clean Si. However, considerable efforts are being
made to develop a pre-gate oxide dry cleaning process,
partly for its compatibility with cluster processing.
For example, studies have been reported of particle
removal by frozen gas bombardment (e.g. Sherman et
al 1994), organic contamination removal by Uv/ozone
(e.g. Lippert and Osten 1993) and ‘native oxide’ removal
by H plasma cleaning (Ramm et al 1994). The removal
of H or ’chemical oxide’ without producing Sic from
organic contaminants can be carried out by Uv/ozone
cleaning followed by UHV annealing; this process also
can produce atomically flat surfaces, but at too high
a temperature for normal furnaces. Paradoxically, for
such flat surfaces, worse oxide integrity occcurs than if
the ‘chemical oxide’ is left intact. It is still an open
question whether or not pre-gate oxide dry cleaning
methods as effective as wet cleaning methods can be
achieved. Recent cluster tool methods, including dry
cleaning have been used to fabricate III-V compound
devices of very high performance (Haniot 1992). Part
of this success arises from the absence of a highly stable
‘native oxide’ with 111-V materials.
7.2. Oxidation and the Si/SiOz structure

The experimental evidence on the nature of the Si/SiO*
structure has heen added to by new STM and nonlinear
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optical studies. Refinements of electron microscopy, xps
and neutron and x-ray scattering techniques as well as
further probing of Pb centres have all contributed to a
better understanding. The STM and electron diffraction
experiments add considerable weight to the conclusion
from isotope tracer work that Si is an immobile
‘spectator’ in the oxide growth process. Nevertheless the
picture that emerges is still uncertain in many aspects,
primarily because the most interesting features of the
structure appear only a few atomic layers either side
of the Si/SiOz interface and thus require very fine
depth resolution to probe. Much of the information on
this region also comes from probes of limited spatial
resolution and hence there is still a dearth of information
on any local structural variations that, for example,
might arise from variations in surface ‘roughness’. In
figure 14 we summarize our view of this system as
the oxide grows atomic layer-by-layer. First we start
with a flat crystalline Si substrate, then an interfacial
Si layer with vertically strained Si bonds about two
monolayers thick develops as the first few monolayers
of oxide grow. This strained Si is joined to a layer
of ‘densified’ substoichiometric SiOz, about 1 nm thick.
Note that the term densified only refers to an excess of
electron scattering centres and may be the consequence
of substoichiometry alone, for example a relative excess
of Si atoms or in addition a tighter oxide ring structure.
This layer thus fits a description of a reactive interfacial
layer containing S i s i bonds invoked to account for
departures from Deal-Grove growth kinetics for thin
oxide films. This interfacial layer is a significant fraction
(> 20%) of the thickness of oxides thin enough to
suffer direct tunnelling conduction under electric field
stressing. This layer is followed finally by stoichiometric
SiO, with a lower level of defects. If the initial clean
Si surface is reconstructed we see the reconstruction
relaxes, primarily to the bulk structure, as oxidation
proceeds over only a few monolayers.
We still have a poor understanding of the precise
structure of the reactive layer and any variation in the
structure as a function of distance from the interface.
The number density of defects that appear to reside
there is also uncertain. One aim must be to control the
properties at this interface. Evidence suggests that hightemperature dry oxidation reduces the defect density (Pb
centres and substoichiometry) but at sufficiently high
temperatures to present technical difficulties for very thin
oxide growth.
The growth of thin oxides of adequate thickness
uniformity and reproducibility has been achieved by
conventional furnace oxidation using low partial oxygen
pressure. Some evidence of improvements to the quality
of thin oxides by low temperature wet growth (Ohmi
1994, Depas et a1 1994) relative to dry oxidation
have been reported. This appears to go against the
trend of lower substoichiometry and defect density with
temperature noted above.
Very little is known of the influence of Si surface
roughness and state of surface termination on the growth
rate and structure of thin oxides and on any consequences
to the direct tunnelling barrier.

Oxidation of silicon
bare Si

Islands isolated (sub monolayer)
Si immobile

Step edges preserved

near complete 1st layer before 2nd starts
some defects e.g. Si-Si bonds, p, centres

roughly layer-by-layergrowth for J few layers
Not necessarily crystalline, 0 . 5 1 nm (core
spectroscopy and X-ray scattering)

Image terms cease to matter: then
to diffusion limit, Deal-Grove.
Memory of structure being lost:
a) some flow ?
b) defect residue reacts with 0 7
c) some stress from Si-si+o 2
3 Si-0-Si + o 7 2
Figure 14. Schematic diagram of the Si/Si02interface a s it grows layer-by-layer
from clean Si.

7.3. Theoretical models of the Si/Si02 system
It is helpful to identify those areas of theory which are
well established and those where further development is
essential. By well established, we mean that the theory is
good enough for the questions which actually are asked
to he answered. This does not mean they have all been
answered to that level, but the key components are in
place. Such areas include (i) the clean Si surface, (ii) the
clean Si surface plus up to one monolayer of oxide, (iii)
some (indeed most) of the steps in the interactions of gasphase oxygen species with Si, (iv) diffusion of oxidizing
species in the oxide, (v) kinetics, in the sense of simple
models predicting some thickness x ( t ) as a function
of time (e.g. generalized Deal-Grove), (vi) some level
of Monte Carlo modelling of the oxide network using
interatomic potentials (e.g. see Camiato ef al 1995), and
usually requi"ng no network defects, There is therefore
a large body of important theory established.
we may also identify another stage, when phenomenology is established. What this means is that a
basic description can be given, but that important components will have to come from other observations (e.g.
on bulk silicas), rather than predicted directly. Such
areas include (i) the plastic response to stress, (ii) the
effects of electric fields (Mott-Cabrera, image interactions), (iii) the analysis of electrical breakdown by energetic electrons (when flat surfaces assumed) and (iv) the
evolution of roughness with oxidation.
Some of the other areas of theory are still at the
frontiers: many of these are possible with present
methods, but have not been attacked. These include
(i) the processes involving excited states, such as the

effects of optical and other excitation, (ii) reactions at the
oxide-gas interface, including sticking and incorporation
energetics, (iii) Monte Carlo modelling of the evolving
oxide, to include defects (e.g. how the Pb centre
survives as the oxide grows) and hence how fixed
charge develops etc, (iv) the electrical behaviour with
realistic rough interfaces and (v) the proper description
of the near interface region and its properties, including
densification.
Several other problems are of increasing importance.
One concems the the role of N 2 0 , H and F in growth
processes, and especialb the hroader underStanding
of reactions between interstitial species and the noncrystalline network. The other concerns tunnelling
across the thinner oxides, which is one of the limits to
how thin effective oxides can be. As regards tunnelling,
specific issues include 0) the extent to which defects
in the oxide can enhance the tunnel current and (ii) the
extent to which changed defect species (including dipole
layers from fixed charges) affect the potential bamier
through which tunnel1ingoccurs.

8. Conclusion

The breakdown strength of silicon dioxide films grown
on silicon do not reach the levels set by avalanche
breakdown (about 50 MVcm-I) seen in bulk silica
except for small areas as observed by threshold current
atomic force microscopy. For oxides thicker than about
5 nm where electric field stressing leads to wear-out by
hot electron induced defect generation the roughness of
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the Si surface prior to oxidation can degrade gate oxide
integrity.
The picture is less clear for oxides thinner than 5 nm
where direct tunnelling becomes significant. The wearout under electric field stressing appears to be reduced as
expected from the reduction in injected electron energy.
Roughness of the SilSiOZ interface is expected to be
important in this regime. The reactive layer, which
explains departures from Deal-Grove kinetics for thin
oxide growth, becomes a significant part of the oxide
thickness. It will be interesting to see if this layer, where
significant defects reside, will have to be engineered in
a better way (as yet unspecified) to achieve control over
the height of the direct tunnelling barrier. A change
of dielectric can give a higher tunnelling barrier but
silicon dioxide will not be abandoned lightly. This
challenge will have to be met when growth rate and
thickness uniformity requirements pose difficulties for
oxidation furnace technology which may make hightemperature oxidation, for example, difficult to explore.
The challenge to pre-gate oxide cleaning is also, in view
of yield requirements, a vety significant one.
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